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Shake...November 2013 New Releases

     FRANKSTON CAFE NOW OPEN TO 6PM FRIDAYS                 For orders over $70 postage is FREE

10% discount for teachers & students 
5% BONUS for schools

PRE-XMAS VIP SHOPPING 
PARTY @ CHADSTONE

Wednesday Nov 20, 9am - midnight

There’s lots happening at Chadstone 
at the  VIP Shopping Party

Special offers at Robinsons & Graus Comix
Check our website for details

Robinsons exciting new store opening @ Chadstone



Robinsons was very excited to be named as a finalist in two categories in the 
Frankston & Mornington Peninsula Excellence in Business Awards during October 
(Retail & Community Contribution categories).  We congratulate all of the winners 
and other finalists for their achievements. 

November sees the launch of many new Robinsons 
initiatives.  Robinsons has always worked closely with 
schools, assisting them in various ways.  Einstein Project is 
a new Robinsons schools initiative which offers benefits to 
schools, teachers and students.  Teachers can nominate their 
schools to receive 5% rebates on books and at the same time 

receive 10% discount on their own purchases.  Similarly, students can receive 10% 
discount on their school novels, plays and associated study guides and their school 
receives a 5% rebate.  See our website for more details.

Robinsons is also proud to announce the launch of a new 
concept store Graus Comix at Chadstone Shopping Centre 
this month.  The popularity of the comic book and pop culture 
merchandise we introduced to our stores 18 months ago 
has encouraged us to experiment.  We are aiming for a mid 

November opening and are very excited to see the finished product.  If you love 
comics, art, grafitti or manga - we hope you will love this store, as we are designing it 
with you in mind.  Robinsons loyalty points & vouchers carry through to GRAUS.
November is when the big news releases come out for Christmas.  There are so 
many amazing titles coming out this month that we had great difficulty narrowing 
down the list to fit in the Book News.  Please check out our stores where you will find 
more amazing titles released this month.
And for now...
GOOD READING.

News
NOVEMBER BOOK OF THE MONTH 

TOURNAMENT
Matthew Reilly
The year is 1546.  Suleiman the Magnificent, the powerful and 
feared Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, issues an invitation to 
every king in Europe: YOU ARE INVITED TO SEND YOUR 
FINEST PLAYER TO COMPETE IN A CHESS TOURNAMENT 
TO DETERMINE THE CHAMPION OF THE KNOWN WORLD. 
The English delegation – led by esteemed scholar Roger 
Ascham – journeys to the glittering city of Constantinople. 
Accompanying Ascham is his pupil, Bess, who is about to bear 
witness to events she never thought possible. 

For on the first night of the tournament, a powerful guest of the Sultan is murdered, 
and against the backdrop of the historic event, Ascham is tasked with finding the killer. 
Barbaric deaths, unimaginable depravity and diplomatic treachery unfold before Bess’ 
eyes, indelibly shaping her character and determining how she will perform her future 
role… as Queen Elizabeth I. 
EVEN A PAWN CAN BECOME A QUEEN. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
At 37, Matthew Reilly is the international bestselling author of ten 
novels: Ice Station, Temple, Contest, Area 7, Scarecrow, Hover Car 
Racer, Seven Ancient Wonders, The Six Sacred Stones, The Five 
Greatest Warriors and Scarecrow and the Army of Thieves. Born in 
Sydney in 1974, Matthew Reilly was not always a big fan of reading 
but was ‘hooked after reading To Kill A Mockingbird in Year 7.

Storytime 
Event

Local author Mark Carthew is 
coming to Storytime in November!

Mark will be reading his latest book 
“The Moose is Loose”

Frankston storytime 
11th of November at 11:05am.

GreensborouGh storytime
18th of November at 11am.

SpineleSS ClaSSiCS
now available 

in Colour!
 

Imagine a whole book on a single sheet. A bold art print on 
which, up close, you can read the full and complete text of 

your favourite classic work!

Christmas Cds from $9.99

Christmas



Reviews

These favourite classic stories will capture the heart and imagination of all readers 
Classic Collections now available for $9.99 in all stores!

BARRACUDA
Christos Tsiolkas 
Reading Christos Tsiolka’s new novel Barracuda I was transported 
back to my youth.  Like the main character - Danny Kelly, the 
teenage swimmer with Olympic potential, I trained with the best 
at the Coburg pool, walked the streets of the Northern Suburbs of 
Melbourne and braved the wrath of the coach at the early morning 
training sessions.  The characters in this book are gritty and real.  

They are the heros of a forgotten age, the age of my youth and the real class warfare 
of the ethnic minorities versus the Aussies that existed at that time - the 80’s.  
Danny Kelly, the ‘almost’ hero of this book takes you to places you don’t necessarily 
want to go - and he drags you there kicking and screaming.   
Together with Danny you are forced to face the ugliness of ‘the real world’.  Together 
with Danny you feel the pain of longed for success and then ultimate failure.  You face 
the pain of unexpected defeat and the door slamming on your life goals.  Danny takes 
you on the ride of your life.  The one you wish you had and the one you wish you 
could change. He tastes success and then is just not quite good enough... it leaves 
you in agony.  Christos Tsiolkas commentary on society in Melbourne during those 
turbulent times leaves you alert and questioning - why were we like that then? But 
we were - the rendition is sound - even if we don’t like it.  And whilst I would question 
the author’s choice of ending (or lack of), I am glad I went along for the ride - or the 
swim... This book is sure to raise lots of controversary... if you are alarmed by the odd 
four letter word - then be warned... there’s a few.
                       Susanne. 

HARVEST
Jim Crace
A timeless pastoral idyll is attacked by the forces of fear, 
superstition and economic “progress” in Jim Crace’s powerful 
new novel. The setting is an unnamed English village in the 
recent past - long enough ago for accusations of witchcraft to 
be taken seriously and the threat of the plague to be a real one, 
but modern enough for the economic forces that would change 

the English countryside and usher in the Industrial Revolution to be on the horizon. 
The villagers live a precarious but honest life, ploughing and harvesting in rhythm 
with the natural world, but the appearance of outsiders and a mysterious fire leads 
to an escalating cycle of accusation, violence and destruction. I liked the way Crace 
balances his depiction of the village - while it is communal and the work is rewarding, 
it is also insular, the work is back-breaking, and neighbours are quick to turn on each 
other. There is no sentimentality about farming or country ways, but what is lost when 
people move to cities and away from the land is clear. Crace’s use of the language of 
the time is incredibly detailed and convincing, and gives an other-worldly sense to the 
story, as if we’re reading about a myth or a fable. Jim Crace has said this will be his 
last novel; I hope it isn’t but if it is, it’s a fitting capstone to a fine body of work.

                              Paul. 

LITTLE MOUSE’S BIG BOOK OF BEASTS
Emily Gravett
Little Mouse is back again with his educational, multi-textile and 
hilarious exploration of scary beasts! Little Mouse scurries along 
the pages to learn about the mighty lion, sharp-tempered sharks, 
unbearable bears and angry wasps adding in his own little tips 
and tricks; how to remove a lion’s roar, mouse origami, and 
providing a large newspaper for swatting! Each page has a wealth 

of pictures, words, and activities to explore and Emily Gravett has created yet another 
book that encourages its audience to indulge in the craft of reading. ‘Little Mouse’s 
Big Book of Beasts’ is a delightful picture book that both adults and children can enjoy 
so remember to have a wonderful time but please don’t chew the pages!

                       Naomi. 

THE FULL RIDICULOUS
Mark Lamprell
You’re looking for a new book to read, something that fills you 
with both an overwhelming sense of opportunity and trepidation 
that what you pick up might not be a five star novel for you.
You pick “the Full Ridiculous” from the shelf. Its title appeals 
to your fun side, and it doesn’t look like it will take you several 
months to get through. Plus, after reading about Mark Lamprell, 

you wonder how the co-writer of Babe in the Big City has transitioned into novels- 
this is his debut, something you believe you could get behind.
“The Full Ridiculous” is fantastic. The first novel I have ever read in second person 
and incredibly emotive and brave as a result.
Michael O’Dell is hit by a car. He doesn’t die, which is both surprising and pleasing, 
but from this event, sets in action, a spin in his axis which starts to spiral out of 
control. His daughter starts acting up at school, his son starts taking drugs, and 
despite the heroic role his wife plays in his narrative, financial burdens are crippling 
the family structure. 
Lamprell’s debut is captivating and exposing of the truth: sometimes you can’t 
pull yourself together until you’ve completely fallen apart. It also comes with Text 
Publishing’s “Love it or your money back” guarantee. You’d be ridiculous not to try 
it now you have nothing to lose, and everything to gain.

                             Emily.

THE OCTOPUPPY
Martin McKenna 
This is an adorable picture book for all readers. Edgar really, 
really wanted a dog but instead he got Jarvis. Jarvis is an 
octopus. Edgar tries to take him on walks but that didn’t 
work at all! He just couldn’t do anything that a dog could do! 
However, Jarvis was definitely smart so Edgar just knew 
he would be able to train him; he just needs discipline. So 

Edgar attempts to train Jarvis to do dog tricks such as sit, fetch, play dead, and 
each time Edgar commands Jarvis to do something, Edgar does exactly what he 
says...but with a twist! That is, until Jarvis embarrasses Edgar and Jarvis decides 
to leave. What will Edgar do now?
What a wonderfully enjoyable picture book that had me giggling while reading it. 
The illustrations are colourful and Edgar’s facial expressions are so easily read 
that the story is brought to life without the words. I would recommend this picture 
book for everyone because who wouldn’t want an octopus as a pet? 

                            Ellie.

THE TAILORS GIRL
Fiona McIntosh
I picked up this book - mainly because I fell in love with 
the cover.  I quickly got lost in the tale of ‘Jones’ and Eden 
Valentine (love this name).  The WW1 London setting was 
perfect for this tale of lost lives and missed opportunities.  
I found the ‘inconvenient amnesia’ a little annoying as it made 

the charcters clumsy and painful to watch.  However, I was so engrossed in the 
tale - I wanted to help each of them find each other and almost wanted to yell out 
at their near misses - here he is - or there she is... why can’t you see each other?
I would recommend this to lovers of quality women’s fiction.  It’s the best ‘girls 
night in I’ve had in a long while.

                       Susanne. 

Christmas Cds from $9.99

Reviews



Fiction Non Fiction

Music/DVD

Best Sellers

Children’s/Teens

1. MURDER & MENDELSSOHN
Kerry Greenwood
PB $22.99

2. DOCTOR SLEEP 
Stephen King
PB $32.99

3. THE ROSIE PROJECT
Graeme Simsion
PB $29.99

4. QUESTIONS OF TRAVEL 
Michelle De Kretser
PB $22.99

5. NEVER GO BACK
Lee Child
PB $32.99

1. GUINESS WORLD 
RECORDS 2014
HB $42.99

2.  SAVE WITH JAMIE
Jamie Oliver
HB $49.99

3. FAST DIET
Michael Mosley
PB $19.99

4. THE AGE GOOD GOOD 
GUIDE 2014
Janne Apelgren
PB $24.99

5. I QUIT SUGAR
Sarah Wilson
PB $34.99

1. MUSIC INSPIRED BY THE 
GREAT GATSBY
CD $9.99

2.  PURR-FECTION CALMING 
CLASSICAL FAVOURITES FOR 
YOUR CAT
CD $16.99

3. TWO RONNIS S12
DVD $29.99

4. WORLD WITHOUT END
DVD $49.99

5. WINGED SEDUCTION 
BIRDS OF PARADISE
DVD $29.99

1.  THE 39-STOREY TREEHOUSE
Andy Griffiths & Terry Denton
PB $12.99

2.   LAST STAND OF DEAD MEN #8
SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT
Derek Landy
PB $19.99

3. THE FAULT IN OUR STARS
John Green
PB $19.99

4. HOUSE OF HADES #4 
HEROES OF OLYMPUS
Rick Riordan
PB $19.99

5. THE 26-STOREY TREEHOUSE
Andy Griffiths & Terry Denton
PB $12.99

NOVEMBER 
SPECIAL

COFFEE & CAKE
$8.00

SENIORS $7.00

Includes:
coffee 

or pot of tea
PLUS

A cake from our wide 
selection, all freshly 

made

- Now open to 6pm Fridays -

All food is prepared and baked fresh in house from fresh seasonal ingredients by our 
in-house chef.  Lots of gluten free & vegetarian optons available.

 Blind Date with a Book

neW books to DisCoVer eaCh month

Try a Blind Date with a Book!
The only judgement can come 

from the few words used.

All the books are checked for 
quality by our experienced 

buying team & selected with love 

Do you judge a book by its cover?



  Non Fiction
History

COOK
Rob Mundle
HB $49.99
Rob Mundle explores the life 
and travels of James Cook in a 
major new biography for lovers of 
adventure and the romance of sail. 
Over three remarkable voyages 

of discovery into the Pacific in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century.

SHACKLETON’S EPIC
Tim Jarvis
HB $45.00
In 2013, explorer Tim Jarvis and 
a crew of 5, set out to replicate 
Shackleton’s journey, using the 
same equipment, eating the same 
unpalatable food, facing the same 

hostile ocean and desolate conditions. Here for the 
first time is the whole story of that trip, the gruelling 
mental and physical toughness it takes to test yourself 
in one of the last wildernesses on Earth.

THE MEN WHO UNITED THE 
STATES
Simon Winchester
PB $29.99
How did America become one 
single nation? What unified a grow-
ing number of states into the mod-
ern country? In this monumental 

history, Simon Winchester addresses these questions, 
examining the achievements that helped forge and 
unify both the citizens and the geography of America.

FLAWS IN THE ICE
David Day
PB $32.99
After travelling south on his own 
6-week odyssey to the Antarctic, 
David Day answers the difficult 
questions about Mawson that have 
lain buried, from questions about 

his intimate relationship with Lady Scott, to his conduct 
during the legendary trek that led to the death of his 
two companions. 

THE 100 MOST
INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE WHO 
NEVER LIVED
Time
HB $29.99
Join TIME for a brisk, enlightening 
exploration of the almost-lives and 
almost-times of the most influential 

characters who never drew a breath. 

NED KELLY
Peter FitzSimons
HB $49.99
Love him or loathe him, Ned Kelly 
has been at the heart of Australian 
culture and identity. FitzSimons 
brings the history of Ned Kelly and 

his gang exuberantly to life, weighing in on all of the 
myths, legends and controversies generated by this 
compelling and divisive Irish-Australian rebel.

FIRST FOOTPRINTS
Scott Cane
PB $35.00
Australia is home to the oldest 
living cultures in the world. The first 
people out of Africa, the ances-
tors of today’s Aboriginals, made 

the first open ocean crossing, conducted the earliest 
cremation with grave goods, invented technologies 
such as the hafted stone axe and boomerang, and 
made the first narrative paintings. ‘First Footprints’ tells 
the story of Aboriginal people from ancient times until 
the appearance of the first Europeans.

MY STORY
Elizabeth Smart
PB $29.99
For the first time, 10 years after 
her abduction from her Salt Lake 
City bedroom, Elizabeth Smart 
reveals how she survived and the 
secret to forging a new life in the 

wake of a brutal crime. On June 5, 2002, 14-year-
old Elizabeth Smart was taken from her home in the 
middle of the night by a religious fanatic and his wife.

BODY AND SOUL
Sharon Osbourne
PB $32.99
The past few years have been 
some of the most tumultuous of 
Sharon’s life. There have been 
highs and lows and, sometimes, 
even despair. Now, at 60 and a 

new grandmother, she is ready to show the world her 
softer, more reflective side. 

THIS IS THE STORY OF A 
HAPPY MARRIAGE
Ann Patchett
PB $29.99
Ann Patchett shares entertain-
ing and moving stories about her 
tumultuous childhood, her painful 
early divorce, the excitement of 

selling her first book, her joyous discovery of opera, 
the gradual loss of her beloved grandmother, starting 
her own bookshop in Nashville, her love for her very 
special dog and, of course, her eventual happy mar-
riage.

WHAT I LEARNED 
ALONG THE WAY
Dawn Fraser
HB $29.99
Our Dawn is a champion. She is 
one of only 3 swimmers ever to 
have won gold in the same event 
in 3 consecutive Olympics, and 

in 1999, she was named the World’s Greatest Living 
Female Water Sports Champion. She’s been a rule-
breaker, a record-breaker, and Australian of the Year 
and she’s learned a thing or two along the way. 

TWIGGY
Andrew Burrell
PB $29.99
Andrew ‘Twiggy’ Forrest is the pub-
lic face of Australia’s once-in-a-life 
time mining boom. A swashbuck-
ling entrepreneur in the finest West 

Australian tradition, Twiggy took on mining giants BHP 
and Rio Tinto at their own game and won. Yet he has 
also been embroiled in 2 of the most heated debates 
in recent Australian history: the treatment of Aboriginal 
people and the mining super-profit tax. 

SIR HENRY PARKES
Stephen Dando-Collins
HB $45.00
Sir Henry Parkes: Father of Fed-
eration, Premier of NSW, States-
man, Visionary, Political Leader, 
Poet, Humanist. May 27, 2015 
brings the 200th anniversary of the 

birth of Sir Henry Parkes. After he died, the London 
Times described him as ‘a colonial colossus.’ But not 
everyone loved Sir Henry.

WHAT IF...?
Shirley MacLaine
PB $24.99
Beloved actress and bestselling 
author Shirley MacLaine contem-
plates a wealth of subjects from 
the mundane to the esoteric in 

this all-new collection of musings that begin with two 
simple words: What if… ‘In What If’ she speculates 
on a wide range of matters, humorous and profound, 
earth-bound and high-flying, personal and universal. 

Biography
ON THE ROAD MY LIFE IN 
20 JOURNEYS
Richard Hammond
PB $29.99
On the Road: My Life in Eight 
Journeys is a new way of 
autobiography, in which Top 

Gear presenter Richard Hammond tells the story of 
his early life through a series of significant driving 
episodes.

THE CROSSROAD
Mark Donaldson
HB $39.99
When Mark Donaldson was 
awarded the Victoria Cross in 
2009, he was the first Australian 
to receive our highest award for 
bravery since 1969. Mark’s jour-

ney to that crucial decision in Afghanistan is almost 
as extraordinary as the act itself.

TRUE GRIT
Bear Grylls
PB $34.99
Bear tells the stories of the 
adventurers, explorers, soldiers 
and spies whose refusal to quit 
in the most extreme situations 
has inspired him throughout his 

life. All of them are tales of eye-watering bravery, 
death-defying resilience and extraordinary mental 
toughness by men and women. 

MAEVE’S TIMES
Maeve Binchy
PB $29.99
Maeve Binchy’s much-loved 
Irish Times writings spanned 5 
decades. An accidental journalist 
whose work first appeared after 
her father sent in colourful ac-
counts he had received from her 

travels, from the beginning her writings reflected the 
warmth, laugh-out-loud humour and keen human in-
terest that readers would come to love in her fiction. 

RIDE LIKE HELL AND 
YOU’LL GET THERE
Paul Carter
PB $22.99
Whether discovering that being 
dyslexic means delivering your 
lines to camera back to front in 
the midst of filming a TV series, 

or dealing with life’s more sober moments, Paul 
Carter is still the funniest man in the bar and the 
nicest alpha male you’ll ever meet. 

WHITE BEECH
Germaine Greer
HB $39.99
One bright day in Decem-
ber 2001, sixty-two-year-old 
Germaine Greer found herself 
confronted by an irresistible 
challenge in the shape of sixty 

hectares of dairy farm, one of many in south-east 
Queensland that, after a century of logging, clearing 
and downright devastation, had been abandoned to 
their fate. So began Greer’s restoration of the land 
to its former glory.

IS IT JUST ME? 
Chrissie Swan
PB $24.99
From weight to wee, children to 
crap dates, nothing is off limits 
for Chrissie Swan, self-con-
fessed ‘over-sharer’. Celebrity, 

friendship, love, being a working mum, ‘having it all’ 
and the general chaos of life, Is It Just Me? is Chris-
sie at her hilarious, candid and fearless best. 



Non Fiction
AN ASTRONAUT’S GUIDE TO 
LIFE ON EARTH
Chris Hadfield
PB $32.99
Colonel Chris Hadfield has spent 
decades training as an astronaut 
and has logged nearly 4,000 hours 
in space. During this time he has 

broken into a Space Station with a Swiss army knife, 
disposed of a live snake while piloting a plane, and 
been temporarily blinded while clinging to the exterior 
of an orbiting spacecraft. The secret to Col. Hadfield’s 
success and survival is an unconventional philosophy 
he learned at NASA: prepare for the worst - and enjoy 
every moment of it.

WHAT A WONDERFUL 
WORLD
Marcus Chown
PB $27.99
Why do we breathe? What is 
money? How does the brain 
work? Why did life invent sex? 
Does time really exist? Where do 

mountains come from? How do computers work? How 
did humans get to dominate the Earth? In ‘What a 
Wonderful World’ Marcus Chown uses his vast scien-
tific knowledge and deep understanding of extremely 
complex processes to answer simple questions about 
the workings of our everyday lives.

Business
TOP STOCKS 2014
Martin Roth
PB $29.99
Martin Roth once again applies his 
tried-and-tested selection criteria 
and rigorous analysis to determine 
the best public companies (repre-

senting low-risk, long-term value) for share buyers in 
2014. This definitive guide to the top Australian listed 
companies presents all the key information in an easy-
to-read format, giving any share buyer, regardless 
of their experience, the chance to build a successful 
stock portfolio.

HATCHING TWITTER
Nick Bilton
PB $32.99
With unprecedented access to 
some of the major players in this 
unique drama, acclaimed New York 
Times business and technology 
columnist Nick Bilton chronicles 

the key figures who helped build the company, and 
who ultimately struggled to manage the influence and 
power they had been handed. A business story like no 
other, it will shock, inspire and expose. 

DOGFIGHT 
Fred Vogelstein
PB $29.99
The rise of iPhones, smartphones 
and tablets has changed the world. 
At the centre of this are Apple and 
Google, two companies whose 

philosophies, leaders, and commercial acumen have 
steamrolled the competition. In the age of the Android 
and the iPad, these corporations are locked in the feud 
of a generation; a battle that will play out not just in the 
marketplace but in the courts and on screens around 
the world.

RICH DAD CLASSICS 
BOxED SET
Robert T. Kiyosaki
Boxset $24.00
The Rich Dad Classics Boxed Set 
contains three best-selling mass 
market titles from the Rich Dad 
Poor Dad series in one boxed set. 

The following books are included: Rich Dad Poor Dad, 
The Cash Flow Quadrant and Rich Dad’s Guide to 
Investing. Personal finance guru.

Current Affairs
BEST AUSTRALIAN 
POLITICAL CARTOONS 2013
Russ Radcliffe (ed.) 
PB $29.99

A COUNTRY TOO FAR 
Rosie Scott & Tom Keneally  
PB $29.99
One of the central moral issues of 
our time is the question of asylum 
seekers. In this anthology, 27 of 
Australia’s finest writers have 

focused their intelligence and creativity on the theme 
of the dispossessed, bringing a whole new perspec-
tive of depth and truthfulness to what has become a 
fraught, distorted war of words. 

THE RUDD REBELLION
Bruce Hawker
PB $24.99
The campaign diaries of Bruce 
Hawker, strategist for Kevin Rudd, 
take us from Rudd’s removal as 
Prime Minister on 24 June 2010, 
right up until that fateful night of 7 

September 2013 when Labor rule ended.

Reference
TO THE LETTER
Simon Garfield
HB $29.99
‘To the Letter’ tells the story of our 
remarkable journey through the 
mail. From Roman wood chips dis-
covered near Hadrian’s Wall to the 

wonders and terrors of email, Simon Garfield explores 
how we have written to each other over the centuries 
and what our letters reveal about our lives. 

LETTERS OF NOTE
Shaun  Usher (Ed.)
HB $49.99
Letters of Note’ is a collection 
of over 100 of the world’s most 
entertaining, inspiring and unusual 
letters, based on the seismically 
popular website of the same name: 

an online museum of correspondence. 

Games
CLUETOPIA
David Astle
PB $29.99
Crosswords are not as old as you 
think. The first one appeared a 
century ago, the little square keep-
ing in remarkable shape. Cluetopia 
is here to toast the centenary, 

whizzing you through 100 years of remarkable clues, 
across the world, seeking the inside stories.

Science
GAME OF KNOWNS
Dr Karl Kruszelnicki
HB $32.99
In Game of Knowns, he tells us 
why psychopaths make good 
kings, how smart phones dumb 
down our conversations, explains 

why the left side of your face is the most attractive, 
how the female worker bee gets a raw deal, and why 
we drink beer faster when it is served in a curved 
glass. He also gives us the low-down on comets, ex-
plains the magic of hoverboards, and solemnly shares 
why dark matter matters.

THE STOCKMEN
Evan McHugh
PB $49.99
Evan McHugh, one of Australia’s 
foremost chroniclers of the out-
back and the bush, presents the 
fascinating history of the stock-
men & women who have carved 

a living from the rugged ranges of the high country 
to the vast arid heart of the outback. The book tells 
the story of the stockmen throughout the ages.

THE SEARCH FOR 
RICHARD III
Philippa Langley
HB $39.99
The inside story of the discovery 
of the long lost remains of King 
Richard III, and a compelling 
portrayal of the controversial 

monarch’s fifteenth-century life and death. The 
King’s Grave traces this remarkable journey. 

ELIzABETH OF YORK
Alison Weir
PB $34.99
Elizabeth of York would have 
ruled England, but for the fact 
that she was a woman. She is 
one of the key figures of the 
Wars of the Roses and the Tudor 

dynasty. Alison Weir builds a portrait of this beloved 
queen, placing her in the context of the magnificent, 
ceremonious, often brutal world she inhabited, and 
revealing the woman behind the image. 

Military
THE UNKNOWN ANzACS
Michael Caulfield
HB $50.00
In the Mitchell Library in Sydney 
there is a unique collection 
of ANzAC diaries, nearly a 
thousand of them. Some written 
by those who came back, and 

some by those who didn’t make it. Michael Caulfield 
weaves these stories together in an unforgettable 
portrait of a young country at war. 

THE REAL GREAT 
ESCAPE 
Jacqueline Cook
PB $34.99
Holzminden was a WWI prison-
er-of-war camp for British Empire 
officers located in Lower Saxony, 
Germany. It is remembered as 

the location of the largest PoW escape of the war, in 
July 1918: 29 officers escaped through a tunnel, of 
whom 10 evaded subsequent recapture and man-
aged to make their way back to Britain.  

THE LOST LEGIONS 
OF FROMELLES
Peter Barton
PB $32.99
The Battle of Fromelles was the 
worst-ever military disaster in 
Australian history. With the re-

cent discovery of a mass grave and the disinterment 
of many diggers, it also left many mysteries. With 
access to the German archives, Peter Barton has 
written the most authoritative book on Fromelles.

HORRIE THE WAR DOG
Roland Perry
PB $27.99
Horrie, the Egyptian Terrier, 
found as a starving pup in the 
harsh Libyan Desert, became the 
much-loved mascot of the First 
Australian Machine Gun Battalion 

in WWII. It was in return for Horrie saving the lives 
of every member of the thousand strong contingent, 
not once but several times in the Middle East. 



  Non Fiction
STARTING AT zERO HIS OWN 
STORY
Jimi Hendrix
HB $35.00
Jimi Hendrix has been surrounded 
by a shroud of intrigue since he first 
came into the public eye, and the 

mystery has only grown with time. Much has been writ-
ten and said about him. ‘Starting at zero’ will set the 
record straight. This is Hendrix in his own words.

BIRTH SCHOOL 
METALLICA DEATH - VOL 1
Ian Winwood
PB $29.99
Metallica have sold in excess of 
100 million albums and won 7 
Grammys. Having conducted hun-

dreds of hours of interviews with the band, Brannigan 
and Winwood have between them gained an unparal-
leled knowledge of the group’s history and an insider’s 
view of how their story has developed.

ROBERT PLANT A LIFE
Paul Rees
PB $29.99
Frontman of Led zeppelin, musical 
innovator and seller of millions of 
records, Plant has been a profound 
influence on music, culture and 

modern history for over 40 years. Volumes have been 
written on the zeppelin story, but Plant’s tale has 
barely been told until now.  

THE YOUNGS 
Jesse Fink
PB $34.99
AC/DC is a family business built by 
3 brothers: George, Malcolm and 
Angus Young. And, as with any 
business, some people prospered 
while others got hurt along the 

way. ‘The Youngs’ tells the story of the trio through 11 
classic songs and reveals some of the personal and 
creative secrets that went into their making.

Transport
CASEY STONER PUSHING 
THE LIMITS
M Roberts
HB $45.00
Showing anything is possible 
when determination meets talent, 
two-time World MotoGP champion 
Casey Stoner shares his inspi-

rational journey from Queensland toddler, with an 
extraordinary ability on a motorbike, to his decision to 
retire at 27 with nothing left to prove.

Humour
1339 QI FACTS TO MAKE 
YOUR JAW DROP
John Mitchinson
HB $22.99
QI began life as a TV panel game 
show in 2003, hosted by Stephen 
Fry and featuring Alan Davies as 
the regular panellist. With more 

facts than ever, this book is the perfect gift to make 
you laugh, think and tell your mates about.

Nature & Pets
THE REEF
Iain McCalman
HB $45.00
Iain McCalman’s brilliant history 
of the Great Barrier Reef, told in 
twelve extraordinary tales, charts 
its shifting status from labyrinth of 

terror to global treasure. Equal parts gifted storyteller 
and acclaimed historian, McCalman brings to life the 
people who’ve shaped our knowledge and perception 
of this World Heritage-listed site.

FOCUS
Daniel Goleman
PB $29.99
For more than two decades, 
psychologist and journalist Daniel 
Goleman has been scouting the 
leading edge of the human sci-

ences for what’s new, surprising, and important. In 
‘Focus’, he delves into the science of attention in all 
its varieties, presenting a long overdue discussion of 
this little-noticed and under-rated mental asset that 
matters enormously for how we navigate life.

Music
BLACK SABBATH
Mick Wall
PB $32.99
This biography tells the story of 
how they made their dream come 
true and how it then turned into a 
nightmare for all of them. How at 
the height of their fame, Sabbath 

discovered they had been so badly ripped off by their 
managers they did not even own their own songs. 

UNCANNY
Brian Mannix
PB $29.99
Front-man for 80s band The 
Uncanny x-men looks back on life 
in an honest, funny & warts-and-all 
ride from his youth in suburban 
Melbourne, through the crazy 80s 

to his acting career, and behind the scenes of ‘Danc-
ing with the Stars’ and ‘Celebrity Apprentice’. 

JOHNNY CASH THE LIFE
Robert Hilburn
PB $29.99
People don’t just listen to Johnny 
Cash: they believe in him. Although 
part of his life has been told on 
film, there are many compel-
ling layers to his story that have 

remained hidden, until now. Robert Hilburn tells the 
unvarnished truth about a musical icon whose per-
sonal life was far more than his fans have realised. 

ALL THE SONGS
Scott Freiman
HB $55.00
Musical historians Phillippe Mar-
gotin and Jean-Michel Guesdon 
delve deep into the history and 

musical origins of every Beatles album, recounting 
the circumstances that led to the composition of each 
song, the recording process, and the instruments 
used. This intimate and revealing look at the music of 
The Beatles draws on decades of research. 

WILD TALES A ROCK AND 
ROLL LIFE
Graham Nash
HB $45.00
Graham Nash, lead singer and 
principal songwriter of the Hollies, 
then member of supergroup 
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, 

made the incredible and possibly unique journey 
from 60s Manchester to Swinging London to sunny 
California. This book tells his story.

DAVID BOWIE A LIFE IN 
PICTURES
Chris Welch
HB $39.99
David Bowie fashioned a glitter-
ing career fueled by the spirit of 
reinvention. Not only did he make 
more than 20 groundbreaking 

albums, he also created vivid characters that took his 
music into the realm of theater. From ziggy Stardust 
to the Thin White Duke, Bowie’s shifting personas 
had a profound cultural influence. This plays tribute to 
Bowie’s lasting legacy in the art scene.  

Travel
GREAT ESCAPES
Lonely Planet
HB $49.99
The Perfect Getaway Beach 
paradises. Luxury hideaways. 
Cultural thrills. This showcase 
of the world’s most enjoyable 
escapes celebrates the sheer 

pleasure of travel. Take time out to indulge in 
romantic getaways, culinary adventures, musical 
journeys and family holidays. Or simply revel in pure 
relaxation. You deserve it!

THE MORNINGTON 
PENINSULA TO WILSONS 
PROMONTORY
Ulo Pukk
HB $34.99
This is the latest in the Portraits 
of Victoria series published by 
Melbourne Books after the suc-

cess of the first three titles: The Dandenong Rang-
es, The Yarra Valley and Laneways of Melbourne. 
This book not only captures the magnificence of 
the coastline but also includes all of the townships, 
wineries etc and gives fascinating insights into the 
history of the region. It will inspire the reader to ap-
preciate all apsects of this unique part of the world.

NAPLES A WAY OF LOVE
Carla Coulson & Lisa Clifford
HB $49.99
In this book Coulson and Clifford 
take you on a journey through 
the Naples most tourists never 
see. Walk with them down hid-
den cobblestoned alleyways lit 

by shrines to the saints and into ancient crypts filled 
with skulls; taste the myriad sweets and pastries 
for which the city is famous, and learn the art of 
arrangiarsi, all fuelled by pizza, the city’s signature 
dish, and coffee, always coffee.

A BOOK OF VOYAGES
Patrick O’Brian
HB $29.99
An anthology of 17th and 
18th century travel writ-
ing that inspired the hugely 
popular Aubrey/Maturin series, 
collected and introduced by 

Patrick O’Brian, beautifully repackaged to mark the 
centenary of his birth. Patrick O’Brian has unearthed 
from obscurity the most dynamic travel writing of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century.

Personal Development
HERO
Rhonda Byrne
HB $32.99
Hero brings together the wisdom 
and insight of twelve of the most 
successful people living in the 
world today. By following their 
seemingly impossible journeys 

to success, ‘Hero’ reveals that each of us was born 
with everything we need to live our greatest dream 
and that by doing so we will fulfill our mission and 
literally change the world.

I CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW
Wayne Dyer
PB $19.99
Wayne shares dozens of events 
from his life. In unflinching detail, 
he relates his vivid impressions 
of encountering many forks in the 

road, taking readers with him into these formative 
experiences. He then views the events from his cur-
rent perspective, noting what lessons he ultimately 
learned.



Non Fiction
Diet & Fitness

CLEAN LIVING
Luke Hines & Scott Gooding 
PB $29.99
Life is all about choices. We all 
have the choice to have a body that 
is as fit and healthy as it can be. 
It is widely accepted that it takes 

around 21 days to change a habit. Clean Living pro-
vides the perfect three-week overhaul that will kickstart 
the journey to a healthy new you.

WHAT ARE YOU HUNGRY 
FOR?
Deepak Chopra
PB $34.99
In this groundbreaking new book, 
Deepak Chopra unites the latest 
scientific and alternative therapy 

research to reveal how our overeating is often a symp-
tom of ‘inner starvation’ a hunger for love, self-esteem, 
happiness and security.  

Cooking
SUMMER WINTER
AWW
PB $39.99
Summer/Winter is two fabulous, 
entirely separate books in one with 
seasonal recipes. The recipes spill 
over into spring and autumn, ensur-

ing there’s something to cook whatever the climate.

THE NEW CLASSICS
Donna Hay
HB $59.99
Absolutely up to the minute, this 
contains all the old favourites as 
well as new delights, everything 
from beef and ale pies to dulce de 
leche, it′s exactly the food that we 

want to cook and eat now. 

LOVE ITALY
Guy Grossi
HB $100.00
Join Guy Grossi as he travels 
around the gastronomic paradise 
that is Italy, tasting the best of Ital-
ian food and meeting the passion-
ate artisans who produce it. 

SIMPLY GOOD FOOD
Neil Perry
HB $49.99
In ‘Simply Good Food’ renowned 
Australian chef Neil Perry presents 
a collection of the simple, produce-
driven recipes he likes to cook for 
friends and family. The featured 

dishes are influenced by many different cuisines.

LOVE TO COOK 
Valli Little
PB $39.99
‘Love to Cook’ is designed to help 
you discover (or rediscover) the joy 
of spending time in the kitchen and 
at the table. Inside, you’ll find more 
than 140 recipes that will take you 

from quick weekday dinners to impressive ideas for 
entertaining.

MY LITTLE FRENCH KITCHEN
Rachel Khoo
HB $39.99
Rachel Khoo decided to travel all 
over France, eager to find out what 
local dishes and ingredients she 
could track down. This is about 
the trips that Rachel made around 

French villages and towns, the people, and all the little 
culinary quirks. 

Popular Culture
STREET ART MELBOURNE
Lou Chamberlin
PB $39.99
Street art is best recorded through 
photographs. Street Art is a wit-
ness and a celebration of street art 
photographed around Melbourne 

over the last eight years.

Photography
RAY MARTIN’S WORLD
Ray Martin
PB $45.00
This book showcases Ray’s stun-
ning photos from Australia and 
around the world. Ray presents 
landscapes from remote Central 
Australia to the wild Galapagos 

Islands to unseen angles of New York.  

Fashion
OBSESSIVE CREATIVE
Collette Dinnigan
HB $100.00
For the first time, this intensely pri-
vate woman opens up about what 
makes her tick. What inspires her 
to create clothes worn by the most 
glamorous women in the world, 
from film stars to royalty? How has 

her bohemian childhood shaped her? What has made 
her so successful?

Craft
HOME
Beci Orpin
HB $39.99
Filled with 25 creative projects, 
each individually imagined by 
Beci, and designed especially for 
the home environment, ‘Home’ 
will make you fall in love with your 

house, all over again. 

Gardening
LITTLE VEGGIE PATCH DECK 
OF CARDS
Mat Pember
PB $19.99
After years of helping clients to 
grow their own fruit and vegetables 
they believe anyone can create 

their own little edible garden, in mostly any area. And 
in this fun box of A-z veggie cards they show you how 
simple it is! 

EDIBLE GARDEN DESIGN
Jamie Durie
HB $49.99
Practical and inspiring, Jamie 
Durie’s Edible Garden Design 
is a book for our times. As more 
and more of us recognise the 
environmental, financial and health 

benefits of growing our own food, all over the country 
flower beds are being transformed into vegie patches 
and empty windowsills into flourishing windowboxes. 
Here Jamie shows you how to create productive ed-
ible gardens that look great. 

BOTANY FOR 
GARDENERS
Geoff Hodge
HB $35.00
Over 3,000 botanical terms 
explored and explained. An acces-
sible, informative, and beautifully 

illustrated guide to the mysteries of botanical terms 
and the science of plants.

SHAKE
Carli Davidson
HB $24.99
In 2010 Carli Davidson started 
photographing rescue dogs in 

mid-motion. By the third quarter of 2011, Carli’s 
website was getting 30,000 hits a month with people 
wanting a book resulting in one hundred danger-
ously adorable models posing in this book.

WORKING DOGS
Press Rural
HB $35.00
Working Dogs celebrates the 
contribution of the remarkable 
animals in our communities and 
on our farms. This attractive 
200-page hardback has over 300 

photographs featuring the dogs that are a familiar 
and enduring symbol of Australian rural and outback 
life.

GREAT AUSTRALIAN 
HORSE STORIES
Anne Crawford
PB $29.99
Great Australian Horse Stories 
brings to life true stories of 
horses from all over the nation, 

spanning generations. Outback legends. Loyal 
carthorses. Spectacular high jumpers. Trusty stock 
horses. Horses that have defied the odds to win 
or just to live. With them are the people that make 
horses their lives. They will resonate with horse-lov-
ers and anyone who enjoys a great Australian yarn.

Australiana
THE GREEN DESERT LAKE 
EYRE
Peter Elfes
HB $59.99
For the last few years photogra-
pher Peter Elfes has been travel-
ling to the Lake Eyre region, 
documenting the people, the 

landscape, the floods, the animals and wildlife. His 
spectacular images re-define landcsape photogra-
phy, taking it into the realm of art. 

KANGAROO DUNDEE
Chris Barns
PB $29.99
Brolga lives in a simple tin shed 
in the outback where he raises 
orphaned baby kangaroos. 
Charting Brolga’s life with the 

joeys and honing in on his relationship with one or 
two in particular, Kangaroo Dundee tells the heart-
warming story of one man’s unique relationship with 
a group of extraordinary animals.

Art
THE VATICAN
Anje Grebe
HB $79.99
180 of the most iconic and 
significant paintings and other 
pieces of art are highlighted with 
300-word discussions by art 
historian Anja Grebe on the key 

attributes of the work, the artist’s inspirations and 
techniques, biographical information on the artist, 
the artist’s impact on art history, and more. 

HOLY FOOL
Michael Leunig
HB $49.99
The holy fool is the protagonist 
in most of Michael’s paintings 
and cartoons. In ‘Holy Fool’ over 
240 of Michael Leunig’s artworks 
are collected together for the first 

time in a book - ranging from paintings, to sculpture, 
from prints to drawings.
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cOmics
marvel

AVENGERS ENDLESS WARTIME
MIKE MCKONE 
HB   $34.99

The first in a series of all-new 
comic stories published directly 
in book form! An abomination, long 
thought buried, has resurfaced 
in a war-torn land. But now it 
wears an American flag. Faced 
with another nightmare reborn, 
Captain America will not stand for 
yet more death at the hands of a 

ghost from his past. Haunted by his greatest shame, 
Thor must renew the hunt for a familiar beast.

MARVEL UNIVERSE 
ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN V4 
JOE CARAMAGNA 
PB   $13.99
It’s all-out action and excitement 
as the webbed wonder does battle 
with the Frightful Four - and takes 
his first step to becoming the 
ultimate Spider-Man! Then, Spidey 

takes on the gamma-spawned strength of the Hulk...
and the electrical power of Zzzax! 

MARVEL’S THOR THE DARK 
WORLD PRELUDE 
LAN MEDINA
PB $20.99 
One volume collecting the official 
adaptation of Marvel’s Thor and 
an all-new adventure leading you 
directly into the Marvel Studios 
blockbuster THOR: THE DARK 

WORLD! First, get introduced to the world of Asgard 
and witness the origin of Marvel’s mightiest hero! 
Then, find out what happened to your favorite Asgard-
ians between the events of THOR and  
MARVEL‘S THE AVENGERS.

MARVEL UNIVERSE THOR DIGEST (ALL AGES)
JOE CARAMAGNA PB $13.99 

t’s all-ages adventure spotlighting 
Marvel’s mightiest movie star, 
Thor! The Executioner is Asgard’s 
most merciless warrior and one of 
Thor’s deadliest foes, but perhaps 
their strangest battle was...on 
a pirate ship? Then: when Thor 
is called home, Nova the Human 
Rocket hitches a ride, only to find 

Asgard in danger with an imposter on the throne! 

THOR GOD OF THUNDER GODBOMB 
AARON JASON HB $34.99

Somewhere at the end of time, 
all the gods of the universe are 
enslaved, working to build a 
machine that will forever change 
the face of creation. What is...the 
Godbomb? And what can Thor, the 
last free god in all the cosmos, do 
to stop it? 

MARVEL UNIVERSE THOR COMIC READER 2 
LOUISE SIMONSON (ALL AGES) 
PB $5.99

First, Thor is caught between fire 
and ice when he battles a Frost 
Giant and a Fire Demon! But who is 
the true enemy manipulating both 
his fearsome foes? Then, when 
mischievous Loki’s machinations 
throw Thor and a World War II-era 
Captain America into King Arthur’s 
court, it’s a time-twisting tale 

of Camelot craziness that neither Avenger will ever 
forget! 

INDESTRUCTIBLE HULK V2
MARK WAID
HB $34.99 
When Bruce Banner takes his lab 
team to Jotunheim, that means 
only one thing: Hulk vs. Frost 
Giants! Thor joins the fray, but 
what’s wrong with the God of 

Thunder - and why doesn’t he recognize Hulk? As the 
Frost Giants prepare to invade Earth, not even Hulk 
and Thor can stand in their way - so they’ll have to call 
in some help! 

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN V1 
J DEMATTEIS 
HB $47.99 
It’s the story that turned Spider-
Man’s world upsidedown, as a 
dying Doctor Octopus hatches his 
master plan for vengeance against 
Spider-Man: he will become him! 
As Peter Parker suddenly awakens 

to find himself trapped in the failing body of his great-
est foe, Otto Octavius rejoices in the power and youth 
of his new spidery form. Can Peter switch their minds 
back before his time runs out?

DC comics
THE SUPERMAN FILES 
MATTHEW K MANNING  
HB $85.00 
A comprehensive account of his 
history, clippings from the Daily 
Planet, journal entries, surviving 
artefacts from Krypton, schemat-
ics for the Fortress of Solitude & 

other technology, files from Stryker’s Island Prison, 
& hundreds of “photographs” of Superman’s enemies 
and allies culled from modern Superman comics. 

SUPERMAN A CELEBRATION OF 75 YEARS  
HB $55.00
When Superman debuted seventy-
five years ago, it was not merely 
the beginning for one character, 
but for an entire genre. The phrase 
“super hero” had yet to be coined 
when ACTION COMICS #1 hit 
newsstands in 1938, but once 

Superman entered the scene, effortlessly lifting a car 
above his head on that first iconic cover, the character 
paved the way for each of the hundreds (if not thou-
sands) of super-powered heroes written since.

INJUSTICE GODS AMONG US VOL. 1 
TOM TAYLOR  PB $32.99 

From the makers of Mortal 
Kombat comes the critically 
acclaimed prequel comic to the 
smash hit fighting game Injustice: 
Gods Among Us!Things in the DC 
Universe have changed after Su-
perman is tricked into destroying 
the one thing he loves the most. 

Now unwilling to let crime go unpunished, the heroes 
of our world must choose if they are with Superman or 
against him. But not every country will submit to his 
new world order.

JOKER THE DEATH OF THE FAMILY  
HB $44.99 
After having his face sliced off one 
year ago, The Joker makes his hor-
rifying return in this new epic that 
features Batman’s entire network 
of partners in crimefighting, 
including Batgirl, Catwoman, Nigh-
twing, Robin, the Teen Titans and 

more. While The Joker threatens the very existence of 
Gotham City, these heroes --and villains--must find a 
way to survive.    

GREEN LANTERN V2 
THE REVENGE OF BLACK HAND 

GEOFF JOHNS  
PB $24.99 
 After the events of WAR OF THE 
GREEN LANTERNS, the villain-
ous Sinestro is suddenly a Green 
Lantern, whether he wants to be or 
not! Now teaming up with his for-
mer foe, Hal Jordan and Sinestro 

find themselves investigating a crime that leads them 
deep into the homeworld of the Indigo Tribe. 

GREEN LANTERN VOL. 3 THE END 
GEOFF JOHNS  HB $34.99 

The universe is in shambles and 
the Guardians are the cause. Their 
mysterious Third Army has risen 
across the cosmos like a plague, 
destroying everything in its path 
and Hal Jordan and Sinestro are 
nowhere to be found. It is up to 
wrongfuly accused Simon Baz to 
clear his name and become the 

hero that the Corps needs in order to get to the bot-
tom of Hal and Sinestro’s disapperance and the Rise 
of the Third Army!

BATMAN DETECTIVE COMICS VOL. 2 
TONY S. DANIEL   PB $24.99 

 Batman must face the madness 
of the Mad Hatter, and then take 
on the Talons of the Court of Owls! 
But even if he survives that, he 
must face a whole new set of fears 
when the Scarecrow returns! Can 
the Dark Knight overcome the 
terror the Scarecrow brings? And 
explore the bizarre similarities 

between these two enemies and how the idea of fear 
has shaped their lives! 

BATMAN DETECTIVE COMICS VOL. 3 
JOHN LAYMAN  HB $34.99 

The Dark Knight faces a series of 
his deadliest enemies, includ-
ing Poison Ivy, Clayface, and the 
Penguin, all while dealing with the 
Joker and the League of Smiles 
as part of the events of the 
best-selling Bat-Family crossover 
“Death of the Family.”    

BATMAN NIGHT OF THE OWLS
SCOTT SNYDER  PB $27.99 

As evil spreads across Go-
tham City, Batman’s allies, 
including Red Robin, Batwing, 
Robin, Batgirl, the Birds of Prey, 
Nightwing and even Catwoman 
find themselves in a battle coming 
from all sides. The Court of Owls 
have shown their hand, and it’s up 

to the collective effort of these heroes, some more 
unlikely than others, in this sprawling tale of corrup-
tion and violence.     

RED LANTERNS VOL. 3 
THE SECOND PROPHECY 
PETER MILLIGAN  

PB $27.99 
The Red Lanterns fought amongst 
themselves in a brutal civil war, 
but now they must band together 
against the universal threat of 
Guardians of the Universe’s latest 
weapon, The Third Army. As battle 
lines are drawn, Atrocitus and his 

Red Lanterns seek final vengeance against the Guard-
ians of Oa--but things don’t go as planned as The First 
Lantern turns his formidable gaze on Atrocitus and 
shows the high king of vengeance that everything he 
believed about himself, the universe and rage has been 
pitifully wrong.



JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA VOL. 1 
GEOFF JOHNS  HB $34.99 

Following the events of Throne of 
Atlantis, it is deemed nessesary 
to create a new Justice League.
This new superhero team is under 
the command of Col. Steve Travor, 
of the United States Military 
A.R.G.U.S. division(Advanced 
Research Group Uniting Super-
humans). Signing up for duty 

with this new incarnation of the JLA are Catwoman, 
Katanna, Green Lantern, Green Arrow, Martian 
Manhunter, Steve Trevor, Hawkman, Star Girl and the 
long-awaited return of 80s superhero, Vibe.

BATGIRL VOL. 2 KNIGHTFALL DESCENDS 
GAIL SIMONE  PB $24.99 

Batgirl Barbara Gordon 
faces foe after foe now that 
she’s back in the role of Batgirl. 
A deadly new gentleman killer, 
Grotesque,stalks the streets of 
Gotham City; The Court of Owls 
sets its sight on her father Com-
missoner Gordon; and an innocent 

woman sentenced to Arkham emerges more danger-
ous than the inmates she was locked up with!    A new 
chapter in the riveting adventures of Batgirl.

BATGIRL VOL. 3 DEATH OF THE FAMILY 
GAIL SIMONE  HB $37.99 

Gail Simone continues her Batgirl 
run in a tale that ties into the 
best-selling Bat-Family event 
“Death of the Family.” When the 
Joker returns, Barbara Gordon 
must confront her past as she 
deals with the crazed criminal 
responsible for crippling her. Plus, 
once the dust settles, Barbara 

must deal with her family demons as her psychotic 
brother James Jr. comes after her.

SUPERMAN 
THE MAN OF STEEL 
(ALL AGES) 
PB $16.99 
This all-ages Superman collection 
includes Grant Morrison’s touch-
ing story “The Boy Who Stole Su-
perman’s Cape” about a young boy 
who steals an injured Superman’s 

cap and uses it to stand up to his abusive father.

SUPERMAN ADVENTURES THE MAN OF STEEL 
(ALL AGES) 
PB $16.99 
A special all-ages Man of Steel 
collection.  The Man of Steel faces 
off against some of his biggest 
villains from Lex Luthor to Mr. 
Mxyzptlk with help from Batman, 
Wonder Woman and other heroes 
of the DC Universe.

comic strips
LUV FROM DOG 
MURRAY BALL 
HB $24.99 
Following on from the beauti-
fully packaged and hugely suc-

cessful ‘Wisdom of Dog’, comes ‘Luv from Dog’, a book 
focusing on the many romances down on the Footrot 
Flats farm. From the intense relationships between 
Dog and Jess and Wal and Cheeky to the troubled and 
sometimes fleeting encounters of many other Raupo 
residents, love is definitely in the air.

COMPLETE PEANUTS V20 1989-90 
CHARLES M SCHULTz 
HB $37.99 
The Complete Peanuts: 
1991-1992 is the 21st 
volume (of 25) of the perennial, 

best-selling series that collects every single one of 
the 18,000-plus Peanuts newspaper comic strips 
created by Charles M. Schulz, from its debut in 1950 
to its end in 2000.

COMPLETE PEANUTS BOx SET 1987-90 
CHARLES M SCHULTz 
HB $59.99 A box set 
combining the latest volume 
(1989-1990) with the previous 
(1987-1988), complete with 
slipcase.

Graphic Novels
SANDMAN ENDLESS NIGHTS 
NEIL GAIMAN 
PB $29.99
Featuring the popular characters 
from the award-winning Sandman 
series by best selling author Neil 
Gaiman, The Sandman: Endless 
Nights reveals the legend of the 

Endless, a family of magical and mythical beings who 
exist and interact in the real world. Born at the begin-
ning of time, Destiny, Death, Dream, Desire, Despair, 
Delirium, and Destruction are seven brothers and 
sisters who each lord over their respective realms.

 
TINTIN TREASURES 
MARICq DOMINIqUE 
HB $55.00
Integrated with over 180 illustra-
tions and around 20 reproduced 
facsimile documents, this book 

explains how Georges Remi became Herge, how his 
private life and interests influenced his work, how 
the young journalist Tintin was developed and what 
sparked the delightful characters of Captain Had-
dock, Snowy, Professor Calculus, & the Thom(p)sons.

Manga 
BAKUMAN COMPLETE 
BOxSET VOL 1-20 
DVDS $199.99
Born in Tokyo, Tsugumi 
Ohba is the author of the 

hit series Death Note. His current series Bakuman 
is serialized in Weekly Shonen Jump. Takeshi Obata 
was born in 1969 in Niigata, Japan, and is the artist 
of Hikaru no Go, which won the 2003 Tezuka Shinsei 
“New Hope” award and the Shogakukan Manga award.
 

BLEACH VOL 57
TITE KUBO 
PB $14.99
Ichigo Kurosaki never asked for the 
ability to see ghosts - he was born 
with the gift. When his family is 
attacked by a Hollow - a malevolent 
lost soul - Ichigo becomes a Soul 

Reaper, dedicating his life to protecting the innocent 
and helping the tortured spirits themselves find 
peace. 

BLEACH VOL 58 
TITE KUBO
PB $14.99 
To date, Bleach has been trans-
lated into numerous languages and 
has also inspired an animated TV 
series that began airing in Japan 
in 2004. 
 

ONE PIECE 3-IN-1 VOL 07 
EIICHIRO ODA 
PB $19.99
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy 
dreamed of becoming King of the 
Pirates. But his life changed when 
he accidentally gained the power 
to stretch like rubber...at the cost 

of never being able to swim again! Years later, Luffy 
sets off in search of the “One Piece,” said to be the 
greatest treasure in the world...

BLUE ExORCIST VOL 10 
KAzUE KATO 
PB $14.99
Raised by Father Fujimoto, a 
famous exorcist, Rin Okumura 
never knew his real father. One day 
a fateful argument with Father Fu-
jimoto forces Rin to face a terrible 
truth - the blood of the demon lord 

Satan runs in Rin’s veins! Rin swears to defeat Satan, 
but doing that means entering the mysterious True 
Cross Academy and becoming an exorcist himself.

CLAYMORE VOL 23 
NORIHIRO TAGI 
PB $14.99
In a world where monsters called 
Yoma prey on humans and live 
among them in disguise, human-
ity’s only hope is a new breed of 
warrior known as Claymores. 

Half human, half monster, these silver-eyed slayers 
possess supernatural strength but are condemned 
to fight their savage impulses or lose their humanity 
completely.

ROSARIO AND VAMPIRE SEASON 2 VOL 12 
IKEDA AKIHISA PB $14.99

Average human teenager Tsukune 
accidentally enrolls at a boarding 
school for monsters--no, not 
jocks and popular kids, but bona 
fide werewolves, witches and 
unnameables out of his wildest 
nightmares! On the plus side, all 
the girls have a monster crush on 
him.

POKEMON ADVENTURES BLACK AND WHITE 
BOxSET VOL 1 
TOSHIAKI IWASHIRO 
PB $69.99
The entire Black and White series 
in one collection! Box set contains 
all 8 volumes of the Pokemon Black 

and White series and a collectible poster

POKEMON ADVENTURES DIAMOND & PEARL 
PLATINUM VOL 07 
HIDENORI KUSAKA PB $14.99 

Team Galactic commanders Jupi-
ter, Mars and Saturn are deter-
mined to bomb Lake Verity, Lake 
Valor and Lake Acuity to awaken 
the Legendary Lake Pokemon that 
dwell in their depths! Diamond, 
Pearl and Platinum divide forces to 
stop them, but can they conquer?

POKEMON ADVENTURES DIAMOND & PEARL 
PLATINUM VOL 08 
HIDENORI KUSAKA 
PB $14.99
To prepare for their big battle, our 
trio of friends each need to reach 
out for help—from Gym Leaders 
to new Pokémon. Then Lady, Pearl 
and Diamond are finally reunited in 

the very heart of Team Galactic’s headquarters. Can 
they release the three Legendary Pokémon...before 
it’s too late?

graphic nOvels manga



dvds  pOp  Other
games

TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
DOCTOR WHO EDITION  
$29.99

MONOPOLY 
DOCTOR WHO 
EDITION   
$65.00

WALKING DEAD 
CARD GAME   
$22.99

MONOPOLY MONSTERS 
UNIVERSITY 
JUNIOR EDITION $44.99

Gaming
FORSAKEN ASSASSIN’S CREED 

OLIVER BOWDEN
PB $22.99
1735 - London. Haytham Kenway 
has been taught to use a sword 
from the age he was able to hold 
one. When his family’s house is 
attacked - his father murdered 
and his sister taken by armed 

men - Haytham defends his home the only way he can: 
he kills. With no family, he is taken in by a mysterious 
tutor who trains him to become a deadly killer.

ASSASSIN’S CREED - THE 
ANKH OF ISIS TRILOGY 
ERIC CORBEYRAM 
HB $27.99 
This first ever collection of the 
three-volume graphic novel from 
Ubisoft collects together the ex-
hilarating story of Desmond Miles’ 

abduction by Abstergo. His subsequent flight from 
their grasp leads to Desmond joining the Assassins 
in their fight against the Templars. Betrayal leads to 
Desmond “recovering” the memories of his ancestor, 
Aquilus as he searches for the power of the mystical 
Ankh and savage Barbarian tribes, led by the deadly 
Assassin Accipiter, prepare to attack.

ASSASSIN’S CREED - HAWK 
ERIC  CORBEYRAN
HB $14.99 
When Desmond Miles is called 
away on an urgent mission, he en-
trusts fellow Assassin Jonathan 
Hawk with File 24. Hawk sets 
out to search for the Scepter of 

Isis - a powerful ancient artifact, lost in time. Through 
his Assassin ancestor, El Cakr, Hawk travels to Egypt 
in 1257, where the Scepter lies in the hands of the 
new Sultan. Pursued in the present by the formidable 
Templar agent Vernon Hest, Hawk finds himself in a 
race against time - throughout time.

ASSASSIN’S CREED IV RULED JOURNAL 
WORLD OF WARCRAFT RULED JOURNAL
GEARS OF WAR RULED JOURNAL
HB $19.99 EACH

DVDs 
PHANTOM 2040 S1
DVD $41.99 
For 24 generations the Phantom 
has been a mystical figure who 
protects the jungles of Africa with 
the help of the Bantu tribe. In real-
ity, he is a family of superheroes, 
each passing on the mantle and 

responsibility of being the Phantom to their son, mak-
ing it seem as if there was one Phantom who had lived 
for centuries. Now, in 2040, the Phantom has moved 
to a new jungle - Metropia, one of the surviving homes 
of mankind after the resource wars. 

ULTIMATE SPIDERMAN 
COMPLETE SEASON 1  
DVD $48.99
One year ago, teenage Peter Parker 
was bitten by a radioactive spider. 
He soon learned a fateful lesson 
about great power and great re-
sponsibility, and became the hero, 
SPIDER-MAN. Now, recruited by 

Nick Fury’s superspy agency, S.H.I.E.L.D., & outfitted 
with sleek new tech and gadgets, Peter must find his 
place in this new world of Super Hero team dynamics 
while juggling his civilian life of high school drama. Pe-
ter Parker must become the ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN.
 
MARVEL KNIGHTS WOLVERINE WEAPON x  

DVD $19.99
Many years ago a secret govern-
ment organization called Weapon 
X abducted the man called Logan, 
a mutant possessing razor-sharp 
bone claws and the ability to heal 
from virtually any wound. In their 
attempt to create the perfect liv-

ing weapon, the organization bonded the unbreakable 
metal, Adamantium, to his skeleton. The process was 
excruciating and by the end there was little left of the 
man known as Logan. He had become... WOLVERINE

WOLVERINE  
DVD $39.99
Based on the celebrated comic 
book arc, The Wolverine finds Lo-
gan, the eternal warrior and 
outsider, in Japan. There, Samurai 
Steel will clash with Adamantium 
Claw as Logan confronts a mys-

terious figure from his past in an epic battle that will 
leave him forever changed.

BLEACH COLLECTION 19 EPS 
256-267  
DVD $46.99 
Rukia, Renji and the other Soul 
Reapers are having a good time 
partying at the Kuchiki mansion 
when the place is attacked by what 

turn out to be Sword Beasts. They’re the manifested 
Zanpakuto of Soul Reapers who died during the battle 
with Muramasa, and they’re wreaking havoc in the 
Soul Society and the World of the Living! Episodes 
256-267

ONE PIECE UNCUT COLLECTION 23 S5 
EPS 276-287  DVD $46.99 

Monkey.D.Luffy refuses to let any-
one or anything stand in the way 
of his quest to become King of All 
Pirates. With a course charted 
for the treacherous waters of the 
Grand Line, this is one captain 
who’ll never drop anchor until he’s 
claimed the greatest treasure on 
Earth: the Legendary One Piece! 

WALKING DEAD 
SEASON 1-3 BOxSET  
DVD $109.99 
Based on the comic book series of 
the same name, The Walking Dead 
tells the story of a small group of 
survivors living in the aftermath of 
a zombie apocalypse.  

STAR TREK 1-10 MOVIE 
BOxSET DVD $89.99 
10 Star Trek movies to enjoy.  In-
cludes the original motion picture, 
the wrath of khan, the search for 
spock, the voyage home, the final 
frontier, the undiscovered country, 
generation, first contact, insurrec-
tion, and nemesis

WARM BODIES  DVD $21.99 
After a zombie epidemic, R (a 
highly unusual zombie) encounters 
Julie (a human survivor), and 
rescues her from a zombie attack. 
Julie sees that R is different from 
the other zombies, and as the two 
form a special relationship in their 
struggle for survival, R becomes 
increasingly more human.

DAVID LYNCHS DUNE ExTENDED EDITION  
DVD $27.99 
Kyle Maclachlan heads an all-
star cast as Paul Atreides, an 
intergalactic warrior who leads 
his people into battle against the 
dreaded Harkonnens for control 
of the desert planet Arrakis, and 
it’s most valuable asset: the spice 
Melange.

Pop Culture 

THORIN POP VINYL HOBBIT 2  
INVISIBLE BILBO POP VINYL HOBBIT 2  
GANDALF POP VINYL HOBBIT 2   
AzOG POP VINYL HOBBIT 2   
$16.99 EACH

Xmas
I SAW MOMMY BITING
SANTA CLAUS   MATT MOGK 
HB $24.99 
When Johnny finds out that his 

mother has turned into a zombie and has attacked 
Santa Claus, he knows that it’s up to him to put the 
living dead (back) to rest.

BAD SANTAS
PAUL HAWKINS
HB $24.99 
A gleefully dark and well-
researched exploration of the 
history and customs of European 
Yuletide folklore. 

tel: 03 9783 6488   
fax: 03 9781 1139
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Fiction
JEEVES AND THE 
WEDDING BELLS
Sebastian Faulks
PB  $32.99
Due to a series of extenuating 
circumstances, Bertie Wooster, finds 
himself at the home of Sir Henry 
Hackwood. Bertie can always rely 

on Jeeves, his loyal butler. But this time, it is Jeeves 
who can be found in the drawing room, while Bertie 
finds himself below stairs. As is so often the case, love 
is the cause of the confusion.

DOOMED
Chuck Palahniuk
PB $29.99
After a Halloween ritual gone awry, 
Madison finds herself trapped in 
Purgatory. She can see and hear 
every detail of the world she left be-
hind, yet she’s invisible to everyone 

who’s still alive. Her first stop is her parents’ luxurious 
apartment, where she encounters the ghost of her 
deceased grandmother. For Madison, the encounter 
triggers memories of the awful summer spent upstate.

S
J J Abrams & Doug Dorst  
HB $39.99
A young woman picks up a book 
left behind by a stranger. Inside it 
are his margin notes, which reveal 
a reader entranced by the story 
and by its mysterious author. She 

responds with notes of her own, leaving the book for 
the stranger, and so begins an unlikely conversation 
that plunges them both into the unknown.

TONGUE IN CHIC
Kirstie Clements
PB $29.99
True events revolve around the 
fictitious Chic magazine, where 
an average day involves counting 
calories, masterful justification of 
spending half an annual salary on 

a blue fox fur, and keeping a kohl-lined eye on the 
competition. Tongue in Chic delivers an eye-opening 
account of the crazy world of high fashion. 

THE BLOOD CROWS
Simon Scarrow
PB $29.99
For nearly 10 years, the Roman 
Empire has fought to strengthen its 
hold over Britannia. Prefect Cato 
and Centurion Macro are sum-

moned by Governor Ostorius to Londinium. Tasked 
with leading a newly formed cavalry into the heartland 
of Wales, they must destroy the growing resistance. 
This final test will push the soldiers to their limits.

THE LAST KINGS OF SARK
Rosa Rankin-Gee
PB $29.99
Jude is 21 when she flies in a 
private plane to Sark, a tiny carless 
Channel Island, the last place in 
Europe to abolish feudalism. She 
has been hired to give tuition to 

a rich local boy called Pip. But when she arrives Pip 
is adamant he doesn’t need a tutor, and upstairs, his 
mother Esme casts a shadow over the house. 

THE MISTLETOE BRIDE AND 
OTHER HAUNTING TALES
Kate Mosse
HB $29.99
A wonderfully atmospheric collec-
tion of short stories, rooted deep 
in the landscape and inspired by 
traditional folk tales and country 

legends from England and France. These tales are 
richly populated by ghosts and spirits seeking revenge; 
by grief-struck women and haunted men coming to 
terms with their destiny.

THE GOLDFINCH
Donna Tartt
PB $32.99
Aged 13, Theo Decker, survives 
an accident that otherwise tears 
his life apart. He is taken in by 
the family of a wealthy friend. He 
is tormented by an unbearable 

longing for his mother, and down the years clings to 
one thing that reminds him of her: a small, captivating 
painting that draws him into the criminal underworld. 

THE LIVES OF STELLA BAIN
Anita Shreve
PB $29.99
When an American woman, 
Stella Bain, is found suffering from 
severe shell shock in an exclusive 
garden in London, surgeon August 
Bridge and his wife selflessly 

agree to take her in. A gesture of goodwill turns into 
something more as Bridge quickly develops a clinical 
interest in his houseguest.  

THE YELLOW EYES 
OF CROCODILES
Katherine Pancol
PB $29.99
When her husband runs off with 
his mistress, Josephine Cortes 
is forced to maintain a stable 
family life for her 2 daughters and 
make ends meet. Meanwhile, 

Josephine’s sister Iris seems to have it all. And yet, 
Iris is beyond bored and dreams of bringing meaning 
and excitement back into her life and then a dinner in 
town changes the sisters’ destinies when Iris meets a 
famous book publisher.

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY
Joanna Trollope
PB $29.99
When Fanny Dashwood descends 
on Norland Park with her Roma-
nian nanny and her mood boards, 
Belle Dashwood′s 3 daughters, 
Elinor, Marianne and Margaret 

must face the reality of life without their father, their 
home, or their money. 

THE BIRDWATCHER
William McInnes
PB $29.99
This is a story about a bloke who’s 
losing his hearing; a bird that can’t 
fly but likes being read to; and a 
teenage daughter who doesn’t 
know who to be angry at. It’s about 

a woman living with the echo of illness finding out how 
much fun it can be to trust someone; a man called 
Murph who has a secret; and Perry Como. 

THE PREY
Tony Park
PB $29.99
Deep underground in the Eureka 
mine, South Africa’s zama zamas 
illegally hunt for gold. Running Eu-
reka’s legitimate operation is com-
mando Cameron McMurtrie. When 

one of his engineers is taken hostage, Cameron does 
not hesitate to mastermind a dramatic rescue and 
finish it off with a manhunt for King Wellington. 

MIRAGE OREGON FILES
Clive Cussler & Jack Du Brul 
HB $39.99
In October 1943, a U.S. destroyer 
sailed out of Philadelphia and 
supposedly vanished, the result of 
a Navy experiment with electro-
magnetic radiation. The story was 

considered a hoax but now Juan Cabrillo and his 
Oregon colleagues aren’t so sure. There are rumors 
of a new weapon soon to be auctioned, something 
very dangerous to America’s interests. 

General Fiction
THE TOURNAMENT
Matthew Reilly
HB $39.99
The year is 1546. Europe lives 
in fear of the powerful Islamic 
empire. Under its Sultan, it is 
an empire on the rise. Then the 
Sultan sends out an invitation to 

every king in Europe: send forth your champion to 
compete in a tournament unlike any other. 

SYCAMORE ROW
John Grisham
HB $39.99
For almost a quarter of a century, 
John Grisham’s A Time to Kill 
has captivated readers with its 
raw exploration of race, and 
justice. Now, its hero, Jake Brig-

ance, returns to the courtroom in a showdown as 
Ford County again confronts its tortured history. 

THE FIRST PHONE 
CALL FROM HEAVEN
Mitch Albom
HB $29.99
The First Phone Call From 
Heaven’ tells the story of a small 
town on Lake Michigan that gets 
worldwide attention when its citi-

zens start receiving phone calls from the afterlife. Is 
it the greatest miracle ever or a massive hoax? Sully 
Harding, a grief-stricken single father, is determined 
to find out. 

THE WINTER SEA
Di Morrissey
PB $32.99
Escaping an unhappy marriage, 
Cassie Holloway moves to the 
little NSW coastal town of Whitby 
Point. Here she meets the Aqui-
no family, whose fishing business 

was founded by their ancestor, an immigrant Italian, 
some 90 years before. But when the family patriarch 
dies a devastating family secret is revealed which 
threatens to destroy her dreams. 

SHAME AND 
THE CAPTIVES
Tom Keneally
PB $32.99
Alice is a young woman living a 
dull life with her father-in-law on 
his farm while her husband first 
fights, then is taken prisoner, 

in Greece. When Giancarlo, an Italian POW and 
anarchist from Gawell’s camp, is assigned to work 
on their farm, Alice’s view of the world and her self-
knowledge are dramatically expanded. 

ELIANNE
Judy Nunn
PB $32.99
In 1881 ‘Big Jim’ Durham, 
an English soldier of fortune, 
ruthlessly creates for Elianne 
Desmarais, his young French 
wife, the finest of the great 

sugar mills. The massive estate becomes home to 
hundreds of workers, but ‘Elianne’ and its masters 
have secrets that surface in the wildest and most 
inflammatory of times, the 1960s. 

THE TAILOR’S GIRL
Fiona McIntosh
PB $29.99
A humble soldier, known only as 
‘Jones’, wakes in hospital with 
no recollection of his past. Then 
Eden Valentine comes gliding 
into his world, a stunning tailor-

ess. Her fiancé resents the intrusion of the disarm-
ing Jones who needs her help to unravel his past. 



Non Fiction
CARTWHEEL
Jennifer duBois
PB $29.99
When Lily Hayes arrives in 
Buenos Aires for her semester 
abroad, she is enchanted by ev-
erything she encounters includ-
ing the elusive guy next door. 

Her studious roommate, Katy, is a bit of a bore. Five 
weeks later, Katy is found brutally murdered in their 
shared home, and Lily is the prime suspect. 

WE ARE WATER
Wally Lamb
PB $29.99
As her wedding day approaches, 
Annie finds herself staring at 
a bed covered in Vera Wang 
wedding dresses. She has just 
emerged from a 27 year mar-

riage to Orion. Annie has been trying to reach him, 
as she wants to make sure that he is all right as she 
is about to marry a woman named Viveca.

THE VALLEY OF 
AMAzEMENT
Amy Tan
PB $29.99
Shanghai, 1905. Violet Minturn 
is the young daughter of the 
American mistress of the city’s 
most exclusive courtesan 

house. But when revolution arrives in the city, she is 
separated from her mother and forced to become a 
‘virgin courtesan.’ 

CITY OF DARK MAGIC
Magnus Flyte
PB $23.99
When music student Sarah 
Weston finds herself with a sum-
mer job at Prague Castle cata-
loging Beethoven’s manuscripts, 
she has no idea how dangerous 

her life is about to become. Her mentor, who was 
working at the castle, is thought to have committed 
suicide. Then Sarah begins to discover cryptic notes 
from him; could they be warnings? 

Literary
BARRACUDA
Christos Tsiolkas
PB $32.99
His whole life, Danny Kelly’s 
only wanted to win Olympic gold. 
Danny’s win-at-all-cost ferocity 
wins favour with the coolest 
boys; he’s Barracuda, he’s the 

psycho, he’s everything they want to be but don’t 
have the guts to get there. He’s going to show them.

BELLMAN & BLACK
Diane Setterfield
PB $29.99
As a boy, William Bellman 
commits one small cruel act that 
appears to have unforseen and 
terrible consequences. By the 
time he is grown, he seems to be 

a man blessed by fortune. Until tragedy strikes, and 
the stranger in black comes with a bargain.

Crime/Suspense
DUST
Patricia Cornwell
HB $39.99
The body of a young woman 
has been discovered inside the 
sheltered gates of MIT, draped 
in ivory linen and posed in a way 
that is too deliberate to be the 

killer’s first strike. A preliminary examination reveals 
that the body is covered in a fine dust, and physical 
evidence links this to a series of homicides. 

KING & MAxWELL
David Baldacci
PB $29.99
Tyler Wingo, a teenage boy, learns 
the awful news that his father, 
a soldier, was killed in action in 
Afghanistan. Then the extraordinary 
happens: Tyler receives com-

munication from his father after his supposed death. 
Tyler hires Sean and Michelle to solve the mystery 
surrounding his father. But their investigation quickly 
leads to deeper, more troubling questions. 

IDENTICAL
Scott Turow
PB $29.99
Twenty five years ago, after a 
society picnic held by businessman 
and politician zeus Kronon, zeus’ 
headstrong daughter Dita was 
found murdered. Her boyfriend, 

Cass Gianis, confessed to the crime. Now Cass has 
been released from prison into the care of his twin. But 
Dita’s brother Hal is convinced there is information sur-
rounding his sister’s death that remains buried...

SILENCER
Andy McNab
PB $32.99
1993: Under deep cover, Nick 
Stone and a specialist surveillance 
team have spent weeks in Colom-
bia. Their mission: to locate the 
boss of the world’s most murder-

ous drugs cartel and terminate him. But to get close 
enough to fire the fatal shot, Nick must reveal his face. 

BLOODLINE #1 HERITAGE
Alan Gold and Mike Jones
PB $29.99
When Bilal, a radicalised Palestin-
ian youth, is shot during a botched 
terrorist attack, his life is saved 
by a young Jewish surgeon, Yael 
Cohen. But when Yael makes the 

startling discovery that her DNA is identical with Bilal’s, 
they become caught up in a high-stakes conspiracy; a 
disturbing plot that will blow the region to pieces. 

WATCH YOUR BACK
Karen Rose
PB $29.99
When Stevie Mazzetti was 6 
months pregnant, her husband and 
son were shot dead in a robbery. 
A killer was imprisoned and Stevie 
returned to work as a homicide cop. 

Years later, she receives a letter bearing the name 
of the man imprisoned for the crime, and her world is 
turned upside-down once again. 

SAVE YOURSELF
Kelly Braffet
PB $24.99
When Patrick Cusimano’s alcoholic 
father kills a child in a hit-and-run, 
Patrick is faced with a terrible 
choice: turn his father in or keep 
quiet. Layla Elshere was once a 
poster-girl for purity. But when her 

evangelical father forces her to spearhead a campaign 
against her school, it compels her to question every-
thing she’s ever known. 

THE DISCOURTESY 
OF DEATH
William Brodrick
PB $29.99
An anonymous letter sent to 
Larkwood’s Prior accuses Peter 
Henderson, an academic celebrity 
renowned for daring ideas, of a 
grotesque murder: the calculated 

killing of Jenny, his disabled partner. But now Anselm 
has been told the truth behind the soothing lie.  

SAINTS OF THE 
SHADOW BIBLE
Ian Rankin
PB $32.99
A 30-year-old case is being 
reopened, and Rebus’s team from 
back then is suspected of foul play. 
His colleagues back then called 

themselves ‘the Saints’, and swore a bond on the 
‘the Shadow Bible’. But times have changed and the 
crimes of the past may not stay hidden much longer. 

BITTER WASH ROAD
Garry Disher
PB $29.99
When Hirsch heads up Bitter 
Wash Road to investigate the gun-
fire he finds himself cut off without 
back-up. A pair of thrill killers has 
been targeting isolated farm-

houses on lonely backroads, but Hirsch’s first thought 
is that ‘back-up’ is nearby and about to put a bullet in 
him. That’s because Hirsch is a whistleblower. 

CROSS MY HEART
James Patterson
PB $32.99
Alex Cross’s whole world is crash-
ing down around him. He has 
been hunted, stalked like prey. His 
predator is priming himself for the 
kill. Cross has devoted his life to 

protecting others. Now, he’s unable to protect even 
those closest to him. As a police detective, he has 
made many enemies, but never like this. 

TAKEDOWN TWENTY
Janet Evanovich
PB $29.99
New Jersey bounty hunter 
Stephanie Plum knows better than 
to mess with family. But when 
powerful mobster Salvatore “Uncle 
Sunny” Sunucchi goes on the 

lam in Trenton, it’s up to Stephanie to find him. Uncle 
Sunny is charged with murder for running over a guy 
(twice), and nobody wants to turn him in. 

CRITICAL MASS
Sara Paretsky
PB $29.99
V.I. Warshawski’s closest friend in 
Chicago is doctor Lotty Herschel, 
who lost most of her family in 
the Holocaust. Lotty escaped to 
London in 1939 with a childhood 

playmate, Kitty Saginor Binder. When Kitty’s daughter 
finds her life is in danger, she calls Lotty. The daugh-
ters troubles turn out to be just the tip of an iceberg of 
lies, secrets, and silence.

TATIANA
Martin Cruz Smith
PB $29.99
When the brilliant and fearless 
young reporter Tatiana Petrovna 
falls to her death from a sixth-floor 
window in Moscow in the same 
week that notorious mob billionaire 

Grisha Grigorenko is shot in the back of the head, 
Renko finds himself on the trail of a mystery as com-
plex and dangerous as modern Russia itself. 

THE MANGLE STREET 
MURDERS
M.R.C. Kasasian
PB $24.99
After her father dies, March 
Middleton has to move to London 
to live with her guardian, Sidney 
Grice, the country’s most famous 

personal detective. It is 1882 and no sooner does 
March arrive than a case presents itself: a young 
woman has been brutally murdered, and her husband 
is the only suspect. The investigations lead the pair to 
the darkest alleys of the East End.

Fiction



Non Fiction
Sci-fi/Fantasy

WIT AND WISDOM OF 
TYRION LANNISTER
George R R Martin
HB $17.99
This book showcases the best 
and most humorous quotes from 
George R.R. Martin’s favourite 
character Tyrion Lannister, the 

worldly, jaded, funny, highly intelligent, cynical, 
womanizing star of the books.  

RAISING STEAM 
DISCWORLD #40
Terry Pratchett
HB $45.00
Steam is rising over Discworld, 
driven by Mister Simnel, the man 
wi’t’flat cap and sliding rule who 
has an interesting arrangement 

with the sine and cosine. Moist will have to grapple 
with a fat controller with a history of throwing 
employees down the stairs and some very angry 
dwarves if he’s going to stop it all going off the rails.

DOCTOR WHO 
FIFTY YEARS
BBC
HB $29.99
This essential guide to 50 years 
of Doctor Who includes all 11 
incarnations of the Doctor and 

fascinating facts on his adventures in space and 
time, helpful companions and fearsome foes! 

DOCTOR WHO 
THE VAULT
Marcus Hearn
HB $59.99
Drawing on unseen and iconic 
material from the BBC archive 
and private collectors, The Vault 

is an unforgettable journey through 50 years of Doc-
tor Who, via carefully selected photographs, props, 
costumes designs, production memos, letters, 
scripts and more. 

ASSASSIN’S CREED BLACK 
FLAG
Oliver Bowden
PB $29.99
It’s the Golden Age of Piracy - a 
time when greed, ambition and 
corruption overcome all loyalties 
- and a brash young captain, 

Edward Kenway, is making his name known for be-
ing one of the greatest pirates of his day.

THE LAST DARK  
Stephen Donaldson
HB $39.99
Compelled step by step to ac-
tions whose consequences they 
could neither see nor prevent, 
Thomas Covenant and Linden 
Avery have fought for what they 

love in the magical reality known only as ‘the Land’. 
Now they face their final crisis. Reunited after their 
separate struggles, they discover in each other their 
true power and yet they cannot imagine how to stop 
the Worm of the World’s End from unmaking Time. 

THE WILFUL PRINCESS 
AND THE PIEBALD PRINCE
Robin Hobb
HB $24.99
One of the darkest legends 
in the Realm of the Elderlings 
recounts the tale of the so-
called Piebald Prince, a Witted 

pretender to the throne unseated by the actions of 
brave nobles so that the Farseer line could continue 
untainted. Now the truth behind the story is revealed 
through the account of Felicity, a low-born compan-
ion of Princess Caution.

THE FALL OF THE 
GOVERNOR #3 
Jay Bonansinga
PB $19.99
Woodbury, a gated compound 
offering food and protection, 
should be a safe-haven against the 
monstrosities that are the Walkers. 

But greater things threaten the inhabitants under the 
tyrannical rule of The Governor. 

Poetry
THE BEST AUSTRALIAN
PB from $24.99 each

* The Best Australian Essays 
2013

* The Best Australian Stories 
2013 
* The Best Australian Poems 
2013

Romance
DARK WITCH #1 COUSINS 
O’DWYER TRILOGY
Nora Roberts
PB $29.99
Iona Sheehan has just taken the 
biggest gamble of her life. Leaving 
her life in Baltimore, she has come 
to Ireland in search of answers. 
So when her beloved grandmother 

confesses an extraordinary family secret, she can’t 
resist visiting County Mayo to discover the truth for 
herself. 

STARRY NIGHT
Debbie Macomber
PB $29.99
Carrie Slayton’s editor hands her 
a challenge: she can cover any 
topic she wants, but only if she first 
scores the paper an interview with 

Finn Dalton, the notoriously reclusive author. Digging 
deep into Finn’s past, Carrie develops a theory on his 
whereabouts. Her career is at stake, so she forsakes 
her family celebrations and flies out to find Finn.

AFTERBURN & 
AFTERSHOCK
Sylvia Day
PB $15.99
The realization that Jax still af-
fected me so strongly was a jagged 
pill to swallow. He’d only been part 
of my life for 5 short weeks 2 years 
ago. But now he was back. Walking 

into a deal I’d worked hard to close. And God, he was 
magnificent.

IN THE FLESH
Sylvia Day
PB $19.99
For 5 years, Sapphire has been the 
King of Sari’s most treasured con-
cubine. Independent at last, she 
refuses to put herself in anyone’s 
control again. But now another’s 

scheming has led her into the path of proud, arrogant 
Wulfric, Crown Prince of the rival kingdom of D’Ashier, 
a man who is dangerous to her in every way.  

A GIRL WALKS INTO A BAR
Helena S. Paige
PB $17.99
When your friend cancels on your 
girl’s night out at the last moment, 
you suddenly find yourself all 
dressed up and alone at an exclu-
sive bar. What do you do now? Can 

you choose the sensual experience that suits your 
style? The power is entirely yours. 

STAR TREK FEDERATION
David A. Goodman
HB $35.00
This unprecedented illustrated 
volume chronicles the pivotal era 
leading up to Humankind’s First 
Contact with Vulcan in 2063, the 
Romulan War in 2156, the creation 

of the Federation in 2161, and the first 150 years of 
the intergalactic democracy up until the year 2311. 

HAPPY HOUR IN HELL
Tad Williams
PB $29.99
Bobby Dollar has a problem or 4 
of epic proportions. But Bobby, 
long-time veteran of the endless 
war between above and below, is 
not the type of guy who finds Hell 

intimidating. All he has to do is toss on a demon’s 
body, sneak through the infernal gates, solve the 
mystery of the angel’s feather, and rescue the girl. If 
only it were that easy. 

THE PATH OF ANGER #1
Antoine Rouaud
PB $29.99
Dun-Cadal has been drinking his 
life away for years. Betrayed by 
his friends, he’s done with politics, 
with adventure, and with people. 
But people aren’t finished with him, 

not yet. Viola is a young historian looking for the last 
Emperor’s sword, and her search not only brings her 
to Dun-Cadal, it’s also going to embroil them both in a 
series of assassinations. 

MIDKEMIA: THE 
CHRONICLES OF PUG
Raymond E Feist
HB $39.99
Part travel log/journal and part 
atlas, this visual compendium 
brings the world of Midkemia to 
vivid, illustrative life.

Horror
AFTER DEAD
Charlaine Harris
PB $29.99
Bestselling author Charlaine Harris 
takes fans into the future of their 
favorite residents of Bon Temps 
and environs. You’ll learn how 
Michele and Jason’s marriage 

fared, what happened to Sookie’s cousin Hunter, 
and whether Tara and JB’s twins grew up to be solid 
citizens.

THE LORDS OF SALEM
Rob zombie
PB $24.99
Heidi Hawthorne is a 37-year-old 
FM radio DJ and a recovering drug 
addict. Heidi suddenly receives 
an anonymous gift at the station; 
a mysteriously shaped wooden 

box branded with a strange symbol. Inside the box is 
a promotional record for a band that identifies them-
selves only as The Lords. She decides to play it on 
the radio show as a joke, and the moment she does, 
horrible things begin to happen.

FEARIE TALES
Stephen Jones
PB $29.99
Stephen Jones has tasked some 
of the brightest and best horror 
writers in Britain, America and 
Europe with reinterpreting some of 
the traditional Tales of the Brothers 

Grimm, putting a decidedly darker spin on the classic 
stories.

Fiction



Childrens
ERIC CARLE’S 
ALL AROUND US
Eric Carle
BH $9.99
By lifting the big, sturdy flaps, 
young readers will learn new 
words and concepts through Eric 

Carle’s bright, beautiful images and simple phrases. 
A perfect companion title for Eric Carle’s ABC and 
Opposites.

GIRAFFES CAN`T DANCE 
(BOOK & TOY BOxSET) 
Guy Parker-Rees
Boxset $24.99
Gerald would love to join in with 
the other animals at the Jungle 
Dance, but everyone knows that 

giraffes can’t dance ...or can they?

* EMERGENCY
* DIG DIG DIGGING 

* CHOO CHOO 
CLICKETY-CLACK 
Margaret Mayo
HB $9.99 each
Young children will love to ex-
plore all the different textures 

in these bright board books. 

WONKY DONKEY 
BOxED SET
Craig Smith
PB $29.99
In this very funny, cumulative song, 
each page tells us something 

new about the donkey until we end up with a spunky, 
hanky-panky cranky stinky dinky lanky honky-tonky 
winky wonky donkey, which will have children in fits 
of laughter! 

THE SLIGHTLY ANNOYING 
ELEPHANT
David Walliams
HB $24.99
Number one bestselling author 
David Walliams presents his first 

picture book, illustrated by artistic genius Tony Ross. 
What’s big, blue, bossy, and turns up uninvited? A 
slightly annoying elephant, of course! Introducing a 
magnificently warm and funny picture book from two 
remarkable talents.

FAT FERDIE
Pamela Allen
HB $24.99
Fat Ferdie is a monster you won’t 
forget! Fat Ferdie is a scary beast 
because of what he likes to eat. 
Read the book and you will see 

that his dinner climbs a tree! Scary but fun. 

RUBY RED SHOES GOES TO 
PARIS
Kate Knapp
HB $19.99
Ruby and her grandmother 
Babushka are off to Paris for a 
holiday! When they arrive they go 

and meet Babushka’s brother, Monsieur Gaspar Ga-
lushka. And with Monsieur is his grandson, Felix, who 
becomes Ruby’s guide while she is in Paris. Together 
the two young hares zip around Paris on Felix’s racy 
red scooter taking in all of the beautiful sights that 
Paris has to offer. 

MY FIRST ANIMALIA
Graeme Base
HB $19.99
Within the pages of this book, you 
may discover, if you look, beyond 
the spell of written words, a hidden 
land of beasts and birds. But 

there’s so much to find and name, let’s start off with a 
smaller game. My First Animalia celebrates the magic 
of Animalia in a playful introductory format for the very 
young.

ELMER AND THE WHALES
David McKee
HB $24.99
Elmer and his cousin Wilbur 
decide to go to the coast to see the 
whales. But their journey becomes 
far more of an adventure than they 

expected, when they find themselves lost at sea. Can 
the whales help them back to shore?

Television
PEPPA PIG SNOWY FUN
Ladybird
PB $9.99
This is a cute little board book 
that’s the perfect stocking filler for 
fans of Peppa Pig this Christmas. 
It’s snowing and Peppa and 

George can’t wait to get outside and play. Find out 
what happens when they build a great big snow man 
in this delightful little winter’s tale.

MARVEL STORYBOOK COL-
LECTION
Marvel
HB $19.99
Your favourite Marvel heroes are 
ready for battle in this action-
packed collection of stories. There 
are five epic adventures to be 

enjoyed again and again.

MARVEL SUPER HERO 
CHARACTER 
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Scott Peterson
HB $16.99
An A to z guide to the Super 
Heroes of the Marvel Universe  
from Ant-Man to Wolverine, with ev-

eryone in between!  Discover detailed descriptions of 
everyones favourite characters including their origins, 
powers and secret identities. Full of trivia and fun facts 
on more than 100 heroes, this exciting book is sure to 
delight Marvel fans, young and old!

WALKING WITH DINOSAURS
PB  from $3.99
* Dinopedia  by Steve Brusatte 
* Great Migration by Je Bright
* Patchi’s Big Adventures by Je Bright
* Handbook by Calliope Glass

Activities
CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS SU-
PER SILLY STICKER STUDIO
Dav Pilkey
HB $19.99
Klutz has teamed up with George 
and Harald to create an EPIC 
sticker-rific experience. With 6 

markers and 12 sheets of stickers kids can design 
their own personal tributes for the Waistband Warrior.  

ANIMATION STUDIO
Helen Piercy
HB $29.95
Packed with inspirational ideas 
and tips, Animation Studio is your 
one-stop guide to every aspect of 
stop-motion movie-making. Housed 

in an interactive reversible mini film set, it contains all 
the aspiring director needs to know to make successful 
animations. 

Pre-School
MY DADDY ATE AN APPLE 
+ CD
Craig Smith
HB $16.99
So what happens if you eat an 

apple with a green worm inside? Not just any worm, 
of course, but a fuzzy one, a buzzy one, a great 
big fat juicy one! Children will love this story about 
Daddy zebra’s trip to hospital and the surprise 
ending!

THE PIRATE WHO 
HAD TO PEE
Tim Miller
HB $24.99
Pirate Pete had to pee. As he 
sailed across the ocean... The 
toilet is broken onboard Captain 

Bones′ ship and Pirate Pete needs to pee! It′s a 
race back to town across a vast amount of water. 
But with all the splashing, dripping and swirling, will 
Pete be able to hang on? 

FRIENDS
Eric Carle 
HB $24.99
Once there were two friends who 
were always together... But one 
day, the boy was all alone. His 

friend was gone. 

BABY BEDTIME
Mem Fox & Emma Quay (ill) 
HB $24.99
A lullaby to babies everywhere, 
Baby Bedtime is a lyrical tribute 
to the love inspired by the little 
people in our lives. 

THERE THERE
Sam Mcbratney
PB $14.99
Little Hansie Bear loves to pre-
tend; but walking like a duck can 
be hazardous, especially when 
he falls into a deep-down ditch 

and has to be helped out by his dad.  With a there, 
there and a hug, Hansie is soon off to play again. 
So when Dad hurts his foot Hansie knows just what 
to do...

HERMAN’S LETTER
Tom Percival
PB $14.99
What do you do when your best 
friend in the whole wide world 
has to move a long way away? 

Promise to write to each other all the time and to 
stay best friends forever, that’s what. But it’s easier 
said than done - especially when your best friend 
seems to be having much more fun than you are...

MR MO
Roger Hargreaves
HB $4.99
Mr. Mo is one of the nicest and 
most helpful residents in all of 
Dillydale. Then one day, he visits 

the barber for his regular snip, and falls fast asleep 
in the chair. When he wakes he discovers his mo is 
long gone – and so too are his manners. All of Dil-
lydale is thrown off kilter, but as Mr Mo’s moustache 
starts to grow back, the balance is restored. 

GOOD NIGHT SLEEP TIGHT
Mem Fox
Board Book 
$14.99
Another perfect picture book 
from the creators of the bestsell-

ing Where is the Green Sheep? Bonnie and Ben 
have a favourite babysitter whose much loved 
stories ensure a wonderful whimsical world before 
bedtime...



Childrens
THE KENSINGTON 
REPTILARIUM
N.J. Gemmell
PB $16.99
The Caddy kids are home alone 
and they’re having the best time 
ever. Until a stranger arrives with 
news. This is the story of how 
four loud, grubby urchins from the 

Australian outback find themselves in London for the 
first peacetime Christmas after years of war. But their 
new guardian hates children.  

TRULY TAN SPOOKED!
Jen Storer
PB $16.99
Tan and the Chosen Few have 
another mystery on their hands... 
The ‘stonies’ (stone animal statues) 
around Peppercorn Valley have 
been mysteriously disappearing. 

But who would steal them? What could the thief want 
with a stone emu or flamingo? This mystery is truly 
baffling! It′s a good thing Tan has the mind of a Great 
Detective...

THE WORLD OF NORM MAY 
BE CONTAGIOUS
Jonathan Meres
PB $12.99
Following on from his first four 
massively unfair adventures, 
Norm is back! And he knows that 

it’s just going to be one of those days. Before long a 
dog-related injury prevents him from biking, and an old 
“friend” threatens the one thing even more important 
to Norm than his bike. And we’re not talking pizza! 
Norm’s out of luck. And it may be contagious!

THE JOURNEY
Coral Tulloch
PB $19.99
This is the story of a journey. A tale 
winding through several dark cor-
ners and caverns before reaching 
the light at the end of the tunnel. 

And you are a very important part of The Journey. 
Bernard will be your guide, but this is your journey too, 
for without you it would not exist. 

BIG NATE I CAN’T TAKE IT!
Lincoln Peirce
PB $14.99
Life can be stressful for Nate 
Wright. At school, Mrs. Godfrey 
makes every day a nightmare. At 
home, he’s stuck between Ellen, 

his incredibly annoying older sister, and Dad, perhaps 
the most clueless parent of all time. And don’t get him 
started on Gina. It’s enough to make even a can-do kid 
like Nate scream: “I CAN’T TAKE IT!”

MIDDLE OF NOWHERE
Geraldine McCaughrean
PB  $19.99
When Mary Pinny dies from a 
snakebite, she leaves her young 
daughter, Comity, and husband 
Herbert in the Middle of Nowhere. 
Herbert Pinny takes great pride in 

his job. But Comity dreams of a different life and sends 
letters to her grandmother full of colourful tales of her 
imaginary life. That is, until the new station assistant, 
Quartz Hogg, arrives.

DESMOND PUCKET MAKES 
MONSTER MAGIC
Mark Tatulli
PB $14.99
Someday Desmond will be famous 
for his special effects wizardry, but 
for now he’s just trying to make it 
through 6th Grade, which means 

he needs to stay one step ahead of the school’s 
disciplinary officer, Mr. Needles. 

 
ENCHANTED WOOD/MAGIC 
FARAWAY TREE 
Enid Blyton
HB $29.99
A stunning bind-up of two classic 
Blyton titles, with full-colour illustra-
tions. 

Reference
ARCHITECTURE 
ACCORDING TO PIGEONS
Speck Lee Tailfeather
HB $24.99
Communicating through typed 
messages, Phaidon sends Speck 
(a pigeon) on a journey around 
the world to visit his favourite 

buildings, and then to publish his writings about them. 
Here, in Architecture (According to Pigeons), we read 
his account of this journey, with information on the 
buildings he visits.

BUGS POP-UP
George McGavin
HB $24.99
This is a beautifully illustrated 
look inside the fascinating world 
of creepy-crawlies, with stun-
ning three-dimensional pop-ups. 
Larger-than-life bugs spring from 

the pages, peek out from behind flaps and hide under 
tabs, inviting young entomologists to marvel at the 
mind-boggling variety of arthropod life.  

AUSTRALIA’S 
GREATEST PEOPLE AND 
THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS
Linsay Knight
PB $24.99
Can you name Australia’s 
longest-serving prime minister? 

What important scientific discovery is Howard Florey 
famous for? In Australia’s Greatest People and their 
Achievements, you will learn the answers to these 
questions and discover many more stories about 
great Australians who have helped shaped our nation.

Mid-Level Fiction
HARD LUCK #8 DIARY OF A 
WIMPY KID 
Jeff Kinney
PB $14.99
Greg Heffley’s on a losing streak. 
His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, 
has ditched him, and finding new 

friends in middle school is proving to be a tough task. 
To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of 
faith and turn his decisions over to chance.  

ExTRA SPECIAL TREATS 
(NOT) #6 TOM GATES 
Liz Pichon
PB $15.99
It’s really cold outside and we’re 
hoping its going to snow. Yeah! 
Derek and I could make a snow 
Rooster and have a snowball fight 

(look out, Delia!). Granny Mavis has started to knit me 
a new winter jumper but by the looks of things I’m not 
sure its going to fit...

ICE BREAKER #1 THE HID-
DEN SERIES
Lian Tanner
PB $18.99
Twelve-year-old Petrel is an out-
cast, the lowest of the low on an 
ancient icebreaker. The ship’s crew 
has forgotten its original purpose 

and broken into 3 warring tribes, the Cooks, the Of-
ficers and the Engineers. Everyone has a tribe except 
Petrel. That is, until a boy is brought onto the ship. 

Junior Fiction
THE SECRET OF THE FAIR-
IES #2  SPECIAL EDITION
Thea Stilton
HB $19.99
Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters 
are on an expedition to the fan-
tastical Land of Erin. While they 
are searching for a missing friend 

they learn that the land itself is in peril! 

GOLDEN STATUE 
PLOT  #55
Geronimo Stilton
PB $12.99
The pirate cats are coming to 
town! They’re planning on steal-
ing New Mouse City’s Statue of 
Liberty and taking it back to Cat 

Island. My friends and I are determined to protect 
our city’s precious symbol. But can we stop these 
fearsome felines?

CODE BREAKER  #2 
BILLIE MYSTERIES
Sally Rippin
PB $9.99
One day Billie and Jack find 
a note hidden under a rock at 
school. It seems to be written in 
code! It’s time the two friends put 

their code-breaking skills to the test.

FOUR PAWS OR
HAPPY TAILS  
COLLECTIONS
Harding & Kelly
Black & Kunz
PB $14.99 each
Join nine-year-old friends 
Cassie and Ben as they 
look after animals great 

and small in these  bestselling stories.

Kids Classics
A BEAR CALLED 
PADDINGTON (GIFT)
Michael Bond
HB $24.99
A bear? On Paddington sta-
tion?’ Mrs Brown looked at her 
husband in amazement. ‘Don’t 

be silly, Henry. There can’t be!’ Bear had travelled all 
the way from Darkest Peru when the Brown family 
first met him on Paddington station. Since then their 
lives have never been quite the same...for ordinary 
things become quite extraordinary when a bear 
called Paddington is involved.

AMELIA JANE 
TREASURY
Enid Blyton
PB $16.99
She’s Big! She’s Bad! She’s 
the terror of the toy cupboard! 
Amelia Jane is terribly naughty. 

She puts worms in the toy soldier’s umbrella, jams a 
thimble onto a skittle’s head, and steals some eggs 
from a thrush. The toys are tired of her tricks. But 
can they give her a taste of her own medicine?

THE SECRET GARDEN
Francis Hodgson Burnett
PB $24.99
When orphan Mary Lennox 
arrives from India to live with her 
uncle, everyone at Misselth-
waite Manor thinks her a most 

disagreeable child. Then one day she discovers 
a secret garden, locked and hidden for ten years. 
With the help of a young boy called Dickon and her 
spoilt, invalid cousin, Colin, Mary brings the garden 
back to life; and as she does, the mystery behind it 
is revealed. 



Young Adult
DARK SUN & OTHER STO-
RIES #6 CHERUB
Robert Muchamore
PB $14.99
Who would believe that a kid 
at a sleepover could be a spy? 
CHERUB: Dark Sun is a short 
novel aimed at new readers to 
CHERUB, originally written for 

World Book Day and now made available in print 
again by popular demand! To go with it are 3 stories 
never before seen in print. 

RAGS & BONES
Melissa Marr & Tim Pratt
PB $19.99
A magical, unique collection of 
stories: retellings of timeless tales. 
There are some stories that will 
always be told, tales as timeless 
as they are gripping. In Rags 
& Bones, award-winning and 

bestselling authors retell classic fairytales and twisted 
tales in the way that only they can. 

THE NATURALS
Jennifer Lynn Barnes
PB $16.99
Cassie Hobbes is not like most 
teenagers. Most teenagers don’t 
lose their mother in a bloody, 
unsolved murder. And most teen-
agers don’t get chosen to join The 

Naturals. Cassie is recruited to an elite school. Then 
a new serial killer strikes and Cassie is drawn into a 
lethal game of cat and mouse. 

WILD AWAKE
Hilary T Smith
PB $19.99
Things you earnestly believe will 
happen while your parents are 
away: 1. You will remember to 
water the azaleas.  2. You will take 
detailed, accurate messages.  3. 

You will call your older brother, Denny, if even the 
slightest thing goes wrong.  Things that actually hap-
pen:  1. A stranger calls who says he knew your sister.  
2. He says he has her stuff. 3. You scribble down the 
address. 4. You get on your bike and go

FOREVER  MORE
Cindy Miles
PB $17.99
Ivy has moved to her new step-
father’s cold castle in the wilds 
of Scotland where strange things 
begin to happen: the ancient walls 
spilling their dark secrets. Rescue 
comes when she meets Logan, 

a ghost who has haunted the castle grounds for 
decades. Ivy is immediately drawn to him but Logan is 
not the only spirit around. 

THE MESSENGERS
Edward Hogan
PB $16.99
Fifteen-year-old Frances has been 
sent down to the coast for a little 
break. Her brother, Johnny, is out 
on bail after punching an off-duty 
policeman. Frances befriends 
Peter Kennedy, a somewhat 

tramp-like character who lives in a beach hut along 
the helmstown seafront who is a messenger.

HELLO DARKNESS
Anthony McGowan
PB $16.99
Someone is on a killing spree, 
slaughtering the school pets with 
a cold-blooded savagery. The 
number-one suspect: Johnny 
Middleton. Johnny’s had problems 

in the past, but they’re behind him now. So what if he 
still sees the world a little differently?

LET IT SNOW
John Green
PB $14.99
Let It Snow’ is a collection of 3 
moving holiday romances by 
John Green, Lauren Myracle and 
Maureen Johnson, bringing all the 
magic of the holidays to life in 3 

hilarious and charming interconnected tales of love, 
romance, and kisses that will steal your breath away. 

EMPOWER
Jessica Shirvington
PB $24.99
It has been 2 years since Violet 
Eden walked away from her future 
and her soulmate, Lincoln. Violet is 
determined to stand by the prom-
ises she made to save the one she 

loves. But when an unexpected visitor shows up at 
her door, the news he bears forces Violet to confront 
emotions she’d sought to bury.

THE DISAPPEARANCE 
OF EMBER CROW #2
Ambelin Kwaymullina
PB $19.99
Ember Crow is missing. To find her 
friend, Ashala Wolf must control her 
increasingly erratic and dangerous 
Sleepwalking ability and leave the 

Firstwood. But Ashala doesn’t realise that Ember is 
harbouring terrible secrets and is trying to shield the 
Tribe and all Illegals from a devastating new threat.

JUMP TWINMAKER
Sofie Laguna & Lucia Masciullo
 HB $24.99
If you could be anywhere in a mo-
ment, where would you go? If you 
could change your appearance in 
a minute, what would you choose? 
If you discovered something was 

very wrong with this perfect world, what would you 
do? Action and danger fuel this near-future thriller in a 
fresh take on technology, identity, and the lengths one 
girl will go to save her best friend.

SHADOWHUNTER CODEx
Cassandra Clare & Jo  Lewis 
PB $19.99
Since the 13th century, the Shad-
owhunters Codex has been the 
one and only manual for Shadow-
hunters looking to brush up on their 
demon languages, learn proper 

stele use and discover just what exactly a pyxis is. 
This is Clary’s copy. 

the messenGer
Marcus zusak
PB $16.99
Meet Ed Kennedy - cab driving 
prodigy, pathetic card player and 
useless at sex. He lives in the 
suburbs, shares coffee with his 
dog, the Doorman, and he’s in 

nervous-love with Audrey. His life is one of peaceful 
routine and incompetence - until he inadvertently stops 
a bank robbery. That’s when the first ace turns up. 
That’s when Ed becomes the messenger.

When DoGs Cry
Marcus zusak 
PB $16.99 
“You’re a bit of a lonely bastard, 
aren’t you?” said Rube. “Yeah,” 
I answered, “I guess I am.” But 
Cameron Wolfe is hungry. He’s sick 
of being the filthy, torn, half-smiling, 

half-scowling underdog. He’s finally met a girl. He’s 
got words in his spirit. And now he’s out to prove that 
there’s nothing more beautiful than an underdog who’s 
willing to stand up.

Young Adult
ALLEGIANT #3 
INSURGENT TRILOGY
Veronica Roth
PB $17.99
The faction-based society that 
Tris Prior once believed in is 
fractured by violence and power 
struggles and scarred by loss 

and betrayal. So when offered a chance to explore 
the world past the limits she’s known, Tris is ready. 

THE FIERY HEART #4 
BLOODLINES 
Richelle Mead
PB $19.99
The struggle isn’t over for 
Sydney. As she navigates the 
aftermath of her life-changing 
decision, she still finds herself 

pulled in too many directions at once. Her sister zoe 
has arrived, and while Sydney longs to grow closer 
to her, there’s still so much she must keep secret. 

REVEALED #11 
HOUSE OF THE NIGHT
P. C. Cast
PB $24.99
Drastically altered after her fall 
at the end of Hidden, Neferet is 
now more dangerous than ever 
and her quest for vengeance will 

wreak havoc on humans as well as zoey and her 
friends. Can zoey stop Neferet in time to keep her 
anger from escalating to full-on war?  

DREAM THIEVES #2 RAVEN 
CYCLE
Maggie Stiefvater
HB $24.99
Now that the ley lines around 
Cabeswater have been woken, 
nothing for Ronan, Gansey, 

Blue and Adam will be the same. Ronan, for one, 
is falling more and more deeply into his dreams. 
Meanwhile, some very sinister people are looking 
for some of the same pieces that Gansey is after...

TINDER
Sally Gardner
HB $22.99
Otto Hundebiss is tired of war, 
but when he defies Death he 
walks a dangerous path. A half 
beast half man gives him shoes 
and dice which will lead him 

deep into a web of dark magic and mystery. He 
meets the beautiful Safire, the scheming Mistress 
Jabber and the terrifying Lady of the Nail. But will all 
the riches bring him the thing he most desires?

KILLING WOODS
Lucy Christopher
PB $17.99
Emily’s dad is accused of 
murdering a teenage girl. She’s 
sure he’s innocent, but what did 
happen that night in the woods 
behind their house? Determined 

to find out and afraid of what she might discover, 
Emily seeks out Damon Hillary, the boyfriend of the 
murdered girl. But Damon has his own secrets.

MAN MADE BOY
Jon Skovron
PB $19.99
When you’re the son of Franken-
stein’s monster and the Bride, it’s 
tough to go out in public, unless 
you want to draw the attention 
of a torch-wielding mob. It’s 

important they maintain a low profile. When conflict 
erupts at home, Boy runs away and embarks on a 
cross-country road trip with the granddaughters of 
Jekyll and Hyde.
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THOR: THE DARK 
WORLD NOVELISATION
Greg Keyes
PB $14.99
In the aftermath of Marvel’s Thor 
and Marvel’s The Avengers, Thor 
fights to restore order across the 

Cosmos but an ancient race led by the vengeful Male-
kith returns to plunge the universe back into darkness. 

THE HOBBIT CHRONICLES 
- THE DESOLATION OF 
SMAUG
Daniel Falconer
HB $49.99
More than 220 pages long and in-
cluding a special fold-out unique to 

this book, it is packed with more than 1000 images of 
concept artwork, photographs, development paintings 
and more by the artists working behind the scenes.

THE HOBBIT 
THE DESOLATION 

OF SMAUG  
Brian Sibley
PB $24.99 each
* Official Movie Guide
* Visual Companion

 

DIANA HER LAST LOVE (FILM 
TIE-IN)
Kate Snell
PB $19.99
When Princess Diana flew to 
Pakistan in May 1997, she went 
to meet the family of Dr. Hasnat 

Khan, the man she wanted to marry. She hoped to 
persuade Dr. Khan’s mother that she would make a 
suitable wife for her son. Had she succeeded, the 
events of that summer might have been very different.

the book thieF
Film tie-in
Markus zusak
PB $19.99
It is 1939. Nazi Germany. Death 
has never been busier, and will 
become busier still. ‘The Book 
Thief’ is a story about the power 

of words to make worlds. Markus zusak has given 
us one of the most enduring stories of our time. 

RESTLESS TV TIE-IN
William Boyd
PB $19.99
It is 1939. Eva Delectorskaya is 
a beautiful 28-year-old Russian 
emigree living in Paris. As war 
breaks out she is recruited for 
the British Secret Service by 

Lucas Romer, a mysterious Englishman, and under 
his tutelage she learns to become the perfect spy,. 

ADORATION FILM TIE-IN
Doris Lessing
PB $19.99
The Grandmothers’ is the 
story of 2 women who meet as 
schoolgirls and, in later life, live 
next-door to each other as neigh-
bours. When their marriages col-

lapse, each finds herself infatuated with the other’s 
son.  There are 3 other novellas in this collection.

FILTH FILM TIE-IN
Irvine Welsh
PB $19.99
Detective Sergeant Bruce 
Robertson wants to wind down 
to Christmas with a week of sex 
and drugs in Amsterdam. The 
last thing he needs is a messy 

murder to solve. 

PHILOMENA FILM TIE-IN
Martin Sixsmith
PB $19.99
When she fell pregnant as a teen-
ager in Ireland in 1952, Philomena 
Lee was sent to a convent to be 
looked after as a fallen woman. 

Philomena’s son grew up to be a top Washington 
lawyer. But he was a gay man in a homophobic party 
where he had to conceal not only his sexuality but, 
eventually, the fact that he had AIDS. 

THE COUNSELLOR 
FILM TIE-IN
Cormac McCarthy
PB $19.99
It is the story of a lawyer, the 
Counselor, a man who is so 
seduced by the desire to get rich, 
to impress his fiancée Laura, that 

he becomes involved in a drug-smuggling venture that 
quickly takes him way out of his depth. . 

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET 
FILM TIE-IN
Jordan Belfort
PB $22.99
In the 1990s Jordan Belfort, former 
kingpin of the notorious investment 
firm Stratton Oakmont, became 
one of the most infamous names in 

American finance.

LONG WALK TO FREEDOM
Nelson Mandela

PB $35.00 

MANDELA A FILM & 
HISTORICAL 
COMPANION
Nelson Mandela
PB $29.99

PontinG at the 
Close oF Play
Ricky Ponting
HB $49.99
Ricky Ponting is one of the 
greatest Australian cricketers to 
have worn the baggy green. His 
autobiography details his journey 

from his childhood protégé, to the highs and lows of 
an extraordinary international cricket career.

roD laVer a memoir
Rod Laver
HB $39.99
Rod Laver writes vividly of his life, 
from the early days growing up in a 
Queensland country town, playing 
on makeshift backyard courts, to 
breaking into the amateur circuit 

and eventually the professional realm. 

DaViD beCkham
David Beckham  
HB $49.99
In May this year Beckham brought 
down the curtain on a hugely 
successful 20-year playing career, 
during which he wore the shirt of 
Manchester United, Real Madrid, 

LA Galaxy, AC Milan and Paris Saint-Germain. He has 
won League titles in four separate nations.  

the Footy almanaC 
2013
John Harms
PB $29.99
The Footy Almanac 2013 is the 
story of this wonderful AFL season. 
It is a game by game account 
written by everyday fans from all 

walks of life who have one thing in common: they are 
mad about footy. 

Wheelmen
Reed Albergotti
PB $29.99
Wheelmen reveals the com-
petitiveness and ingenuity that 
sparked blood-doping as an 
accepted practice, and shows 
how the Americans methodically 

constructed an international operation of spies and 
revolutionary technology to reach the top. 

my autobioGraPhy
Alex Ferguson
HB $39.99
Sir Alex announced his retirement 
as manager of Manchester United 
after 27 years in the role. Over the 
past 4 years, Sir Alex has been 
reflecting on and jotting down the 

highlights of his extraordinary career and in his new 
book he will reveal his amazing story as it unfolded.

ashes Diary
Michael Clarke
PB $34.99
Clarke’s ‘Ashes Diaries’ give us a 
real behind-the-scenes view of the 
Australian team and the incred-
ible ups and downs of a riveting 
and controversial Ashes series. 

Recorded day-by-day, and covering every highlight 
and lowlight with intelligence and honesty. 

tony GreiG
Joyce Greig
HB $39.99
Tony Greig was a fearless crick-
eter, a born entertainer, a stalwart 
friend and a loving son and 
father. Through his controversial 
friendship with Kerry Packer and 
his involvement in World Series 

Cricket, Tony helped change the game forever. 

Parko
Joel Parkinson
HB $39.99
With stunning photography of the 
best surfing beaches in the world, 
this is the ultimate book for any 
surfing fan. Joel’s commentary 
throughout the book gives the 

reader unparalleled access to his life, friends and 
career amongst the waves. 

blaCk CaViar 
illustrateD
G Whateley
HB $59.99
This is the complete story behind 
Australian turf’s most glorious sta-
tistic: 25 starts for 25 wins. Black 
Caviar has returned racing to its 

glory days and secured a reputation that will echo for 
as long as horses are sent out to race. 

it’s Cool to 
be ConsCious
Harry O’Brien
PB $17.99
In ‘It’s Cool to be Conscious’, 
Harry shares how he stays level-
headed amidst the hectic world of 
professional sport, and how the 

techniques that have worked for him can be applied to 
benefit anyone.

tC
Nick & Tom Carroll  
PB $34.99
On the surface he was Tom Car-
roll, Australian sporting hero, family 
man, big wave charger. Inside 
turned the terrible wheel of drug 
addiction, part family curse, part 
legacy of the footloose surf culture 

he’d done so much to legitimise.  
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ABC ToysCDs & DVDs
Elmer The Elephant

ELMER THE PATCHWORK 
ELEPHANT PLUSH 20CM
Age Range 12m+ $18.99
Elmer features an array of bright 
and bold colours making this toy 

ideal for helping children with colour recognition. His 
soft and springy 100% polyester filling makes Elmer 
perfect for cuddling!

ELMER WOODEN 
PULL ALONG
Age Range 12m+ $29.99
This bright and colourful Elmer Pull 
Along toy is made from real wood 
and painted with lead free paint. He 

has brightly coloured square blocks and round beads 
for his trunk.

ELMER WOODEN 
DOMINOES
Age Range 3m+ $22.99
Features bright images of Elmer 
and all his friends! Packaged in a 
compact box with slide off lid makes 

these Dominoes great to play with at home or while 
travelling!

ELMER WOODEN 
JIGSAW PUzzLE
Age Range 3yrs+ $22.99
Individual puzzle dimensions: 18cm 
x 12cm. Features: Compartments 

keep puzzle pieces organised and each piece is codes 
with a shape on the back for easy sorting. Slide in lid 
can be used for on-the-go fun and puzzle assembly.

Peppa Pig
PEPPA LUNCH BOx
Age Range 3yrs+ $17.95
Keep kids packed lunches cool and 
fresh for longer with this insulated 
lunch bag. Also features a wipeable 
lining for easy cleaning.

PEPPA TABLE SET
Age Range 6m+ $16.99
Keep little ones engaged at 
mealtimes with this kiddie sized 3 
piece mealtime set. It makes dinner 

and dessert a fun time – eat up to see which of your 
favourite characters are waiting to play. Set contains 
Tumbler, Bowl and Plate. Made from polypropylene. 
Microwave & dishwasher safe.

PEPPA PIG & GEORGE 
PLUSH
Various $12.99

 

CDs
RESET
Tina Arena 
CD $25.99
A collection of intimate and honest 
songs, ‘Reset’ brings one of Aus-
tralia’s most loved and successful 

artists back to the forefront of the musical landscape.  
 

ANDRE RIEU 
CELEBRATES ABBA 
NIGHT OF MUSIC 
Andre Rieu
CD $25.99
While working on “Music For The 
Night”, a wonderful selection of 

classic songs from the worlds of musicals, films and 
romance, Andre Rieu rediscovered the impressive 
repertoire of Swedish super group ABBA and couldn’t 
resist but to engage with it.

JOHN WILLIAMSON IN 
SYMPHONY
John Williamson
CD $27.99
A unique experience of John 
Williamson captured live at the 
Sydney Opera House with the 

Sydney Symphony Orchestra, October 2010.

THE BEATLES ON AIR LIVE 
AT THE BBC VOL2
(VOL 1 ALSO AVAILABLE)
Beatles 
CD $32.99
Newly remastered for reissue on 
November 11, The Beatles’ first 

& second Live at the BBC albums sound and look 
better than ever. This collection of the group’s BBC 
sessions mixed versions of their hits with a treasure 
trove of songs The Beatles performed on air but never 
released on record in the 1960s.

THE QUARTET SESSIONS 
Mark Vincent 
CD $27.99
“The Quartet Sessions” is Mark 
Vincent’s new record. It features 
covers of popular songs such as 
“Halo” as well as classic numbers.

ROYAL EDINBOROUGH 
MILITARY TATTOO 2013 
CD $25.99
Staged once again alongside the 
impressive backcloth of Edinburgh 
Castle, one thousand musicians 

and performers took the Esplanade of the Castle by 
storm for the 2013 Edinburgh Tattoo. 

DVDs
MRS BROWNS xMAS 
SPECIAL/
MAMMY CHRISTMAS 
DVD $24.99
Feast yourself on this triple help-
ing of Mrs. Brown’s Boys with the 
outrageous Christmas Specials. 
Also includes 2 episodes never 
released before.
 
MISS FISHER MURDER 
MYSTERIES S2 PT1
DVD $29.99
The second series of Miss 
Fisher’s Murder Mysteries builds 
on the meticulously constructed 
world of series one as it follows 
the independent, glamorous and 

unflappable leading lady detective Phryne Fisher 
(Essie Davis).

COAST SEASON 8  
DVD $29.99
An entertaining and ambi-
tious exploration of the British 
coastline, celebrates the unique 
character of coastal communities 
exploring a wealth of fascinating 
human stories through a mixture 

of expert testimonies, contemporary storytelling and 
stunning aerial photography.

CARRY ON CHRISTMAS 
DVD $10.99
Unseen for many years, these 
four made-for-TV Christmas 
Carry On spectaculars feature 
favourite stories and timely tradi-
tions.  Pure slapstick comedy 
and trademark innuendo.

MONTY PYTHON 
COLLECTION  
DVD $29.99
A box set of 4 Monty Python 
classics. The first Monty Python 
film ‘And Now For Something 
Completely Different’ (1971) is a 
collection of some of their better-

known television sketches, including the legendary 
‘Dead Parrot’ sketch and the ‘Lumberjack Song’.

MIDSOMER MURDERS 
S15 PT2  
DVD $36.99
In the villages of Midsomer there 
are fresh murders to solve... new 
clues to examine... and scores of 
suspects to suspect. 


